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1

Q.

RECORD.

2

1

h

3

PLEASE STATE YOUR NAME AND BUSINESS ADDRESS FOR THE

A.

My name is Dan Mullen. My business address is 2302 Arrowhead Dr.,
Oakland, California, 94611.
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Q.

BY WHOM ARE YOU EMPLOYED AND IN WHAT CAPACITY?

7

A.

I am a self-employed consultant.

9

Q.

WOULD YOU DISCUSS YOUR EDUCATION AND EXPERIENCE?

10

A.

1 received a Bachelor of Arts degree in Political Science from Stanford

8

11

University in 1996. Prior to my consulting work, from 2007 to 2013,1 served

12

as Senior Manager of Electric Power Programs for Ceres, a non-profit

13

organization that works with companies, investors and stakeholder groups to

14

develop solutions and catalyze progress on environmental and energy issues

15

that have business implications. My role as Senior Manager, broadly

16

speaking, was to identify and promote solutions that would help to make

17

clean energy a viable business proposition for electric utilities. In that role, 1

1

1

co-authored^ a report on the electric utility industry and its regulation called,

2

"Practicing Risk-Aware Electricity Regulation; What Every State Regulator

3

Needs to Know," which was published by Ceres in April 2012 ("Ceres

4

report"). The Ceres report, which is attached as Exhibit DM-1, serves as the

5

foundation for my testimony, and I will describe it in more detail

6

momentarily. My resume is attached as Exhibit DM-2.

7

8

HAVE YOU PREVIOUSLY SUBMITTED TESTIMONY BEFORE

9

THE

NORTH

CAROLINA

UTILITIES

COMMISSION

10

("COMMISSION") OR OTHER STATE OR FEDERAL BODIES?

11

No.

12

13

WHAT IS THE PURPOSE OF YOUR TESTIMONY IN THIS

14

PROCEEDING?

15

While the Commission is likely familiar with the concept and practice of

16

"least cost regulation," it may not be familiar with the concept and practice of

17

"risk-aware regulation" as introduced in the Ceres report. The purpose of my

18

testimony is twofold. First, I aim to further familiarize the Commission with

19

the risk-aware regulatory approach described in the Ceres report. It is an

' My co-authors on the Ceres report were Ron Binz, the former Chairman of
the Colorado Public Utilities Commission (and the report's lead author);
Richard Sedano, Principal and U.S. Programs Director of the Regulatory
Assistance Project (RAP), and former Commissioner of the Vermont
Department of Public Service; and Denise Furey, a utility credit rating
analyst with more than two decades of experience at companies such as Fitch
Ratings and Citi.
2

1

approach that I believe may be helpful to the Commission, both in this docket

2

and generally. I believe the Commission's incorporation of this approach into

3

its regulatory decision-making would benefit the citizens and businesses of

4

North Carolina, including DEC. Second, I hope to use DEC's proposed

5

natural gas hedging strategy and its implications for future DEC proceedings

6

to illustrate the risk-aware regulatory approach.

7

8

IS THE CERES REPORT UNIQUE IN ADVOCATING FOR

9

COMMISSION

USE

OF

A

RISK-AWARE

REGULATORY

10

APPROACH?

11

No. The Nicholas Institute for Environmental Policy Solutions and the

12

Nicholas School of the Environment at Duke University recently produced a

13

working paper that illustrated the use of risk-assessment in a least-cost

14

planning framework. The paper concludes: "Risk assessment can help

15

decision makers understand the likely ranges of undesirable outcomes and

16

risks for consumers and utilities. Risk assessment methods are well

17

established in many sectors of the economy and have been effectively

18

demonstrated in the electricity sector by many integrated resource plans.

19

Introducing a formal risk assessment method into a least-cost planning

20

framework should offer decision makers additional insights and help with

21

difficult investment decisions during this period of significant uncertainty and

22

change in the electricity sector." The paper, "Assessing the Risk of Utility

23

Investments in a Least-Cost-Planning Framework," is available online at

3

1

http://nicholasinstitute.diike.edu/sites/default/files/publications/ni wp 13-

2

07 .pdf.

3
4

RISK-AWARE REGULATION

5
6

WHAT WAS THE IMPETUS FOR THE CERES REPORT?

7

The electric industry has entered what many expect will be a massive,

8

sustained capital investment cycle. Overall, the collected U.S. electric utility

9

industry - investor-owned utilities, electric cooperatives and government-

10

owned utilities - is expected to invest roughly $2 trillion between 2010 and

11

2030, according to the Brattle Group. This is the highest level of investment

12

the industry has seen in decades. At the same time, the sector has entered

13

what may be the most uncertain, complex and risky period in its history:

14

stricter

15

economics, rapidly evolving technologies and reduced load growth are just a

16

few of the factors pressuring electric utilities. A particular challenge will be

17

satisfying large utility investment requirements despite flat or even declining

18

load growth in many areas, which may mean higher bills for many customers

19

and could lead to increasing consumer and political resistance to utility

20

investment agendas, and even ultimately threaten utility earnings. It falls to

21

state utility regulators to ensure that these investments are made wisely, and

22

to provide balance for the interests of utilities, consumers and investors in the

23

presence of risk. The Ceres report is meant to offer ideas and strategies to

environmental

controls,

4

de-carbonization,

changing

energy

1

regulators in accomplishing that task.

2

3

Q.

HOW DO YOU DEFINE RISK?

4

A.

Risk arises when there is potential harm from an adverse event that can occur

5

with some degree of probability. In the Ceres report, we define risk as "the

6

expected value of a potential loss," specifically a financial loss. This financial

7

loss could be borne by utility customers (who may be asked to pay for utility

8

investments that, in the end, appear ill-considered), and/or by the utility and

9

its investors (in the form of disallowances).

10

11

Q.

WHAT IS RISK-AWARE REGULATION?

12

A.

Risk-aware regulation is an approach whereby regulators proactively seek to

13

identify, understand and minimize the risks involved in a specific regulatory

14

decision; and then to allocate fairly the remaining risk between the utility and

15

customers. The goal of risk-aware regulation is to ensure that society's

16

limited resources are spent wisely, and to minimize overall costs over the

17

long term.

18

19

Q.

20
21
22

IS THERE A DIFFERENCE BETWEEN RISK MINIMIZATION AND
RISK SHIFTING?

A.

Yes. As we point out in the Ceres report, on page 13, risk shifting is not risk
minimization. Some regulatory practices that are commonly perceived to

5

1

reduce risk merely transfer risk from the utility to consumers.^ Risk shifting

2

can place an unnecessary financial burden on consumers and inhibit

Jo

deployment of lower-cost, lower-risk resources. Regulatory practices that

4

shift risk should be closely scrutinized to make sure they do not also increase

5

risk - for consumers in the short term, and for utilities and shareholders in the

6

longer term.

7

8

HOW IS RISK-AWARE REGULATION APPLIED?

9

Risk-aware regulation is applicable to a broad range of decisions facing state

10

utility regulators, but the Ceres report focuses primarily on its application to

11

electric utility resource investment decisions. In this context, the Ceres report

12

identified seven key strategies that Commissions can employ to minimize

13

risk:

14

«

15
16

resources;
•

17

18

Diversify utility supply portfolios with an emphasis on low-carbon

Utilize robust planning processes for all utility investment (including
equal consideration of demand-side resources and supply-side resources);

•

Employ transparent ratemaking practices that reveal risk;

For example, fuel riders allow utilities to recover fuel and fuel related costs
from customers on an ongoing basis, eliminating the "regulatory lag" that
may otherwise occur between rate cases. Because they allow timely and
certain cost recovery, fuel riders promote utility financial health and are
viewed as credit positive for the utility; this can lower the utility's cost of
capital (and, in turn, lower costs for customers). It's important to recognize,
though, that fuel riders don't actually reduce fuel cost risk; rather, they
transfer that risk from the utility to customers.

6

1

e

Use financial and physical hedges, including long-term contracts;

2

«

Hold utilities accountable for their obligations and commitments;

3

•

Operate in active, "legislative" mode, continually seeking out and

4

addressing risk; and

5

«

6

Each of these strategies is described in greater detail in the report.

Reform and re-invent ratemaking policies as appropriate.

7

8

HOW WOULD YOU CHARACTERIZE THE BENEFITS OF RISK-

9

AWARE ELECTRICITY REGULATION?

10

The benefits of risk-aware regulation will flow to all stakeholders.

11

Consumers will benefit from improved regulatory decision-making and

12

greater utility investment in lower-risk resources. Utilities will benefit from a

13

more stable business environment and enhanced long-term planning

14

capabilities. Investors will benefit from lowered threats to utility cost

15

recovery, which simultaneously preserves utility credit quality and keeps

16

financing costs low, benefitting all stakeholders. The regulatory process itself

17

will benefit: expanded transparency and sophisticated analysis will strengthen

18

stakeholder relationships, build trust and improve understanding of energy

19

options - all of which enhances Commissioners' abilities to do their jobs.

20

And society generally will benefit from a cleaner, smarter, more resilient

21

electricity system.

22

7

RISK-AWARE REGULATION
AND
NATURAL GAS HEDGING

1

2

3
4
5

HOW DOES RISK-AWARE REGULATION RELATE TO THIS

6

PROCEEDING?

7

On January 31, 2014, Duke Energy Carolinas, LLC ("DEC") filed a natural

8

gas hedging plan in Docket No. E-lOO, Sub 47A. Thereafter, on March 5,

9

2014, DEC filed its application for fuel and fuel related charge adjustments in

10

this docket. In this proceeding, DEC Witness Weintraub's direct testimony,

11

on pages 10-11, refers to DEC's January 31 natural gas hedging plan. The

12

Commission's consideration of DEC's proposed natural gas hedging plan

13

presents an opportunity for this Commission to consider not only cost, but

14

also risk.

15
16

CAN YOU PROVIDE

A

SUMMARY OF DEC'S PROPOSED

17

NATURAL GAS HEDGING PLAN?

18

Yes. As DEC sets out in its January 31 natural gas hedging plan, it proposes

19

"a short-term natural gas hedging plan to manage fuel cost price risk and

20

dampen price volatility for customers via a structured execution approach."

21

Specifically, DEC "is proposing to layer in financial fixed

22

collar transactions for a percentage of its forecasted natural gas usage for a

23

rolling 24-month forward time period . . . utiliz[ing] approved physical and

24

financial fixed price agreements to lock in prices for approximately 50% of

25

its forecasted natural gas burns for a rolling 1-year forward period (months 1
8

price swap and

1

to 12) and approximately 30% of its forecasted natural gas usage for the

2

rolling 2-year forward period (months 13-to 24)." DEC also proposes to

3

"evaluate alternatives that can provide long-term price stability and protect

4

customers from long-term natural gas price trends . . . [including] the

5

potential purchase and investment in producing and proven natural gas

6

production and reserves, as these alternatives could provide long-term price

7

stability and protect customers from longer term market trends." DEC

8

"believe[s] there should be discussions about alternatives that may provide

9

longer term structural alternatives and opportunities to provide customers

10

with long-term price stability and protection from longer-term changes in

11

natural gas prices and trends."

12

13

WHICH OF THE SEVEN KEY MSK-AWARE REGULATION

14

STRATEGIES

15

COMMISSION CONSIDERS DEC'S PROPOSED NATURAL GAS

16

HEDGING PLAN?

17

First, and obviously, the Commission should be mindful that prudent and

18

reasonable use of financial and physical hedges, including longer-term

19

contracts, can minimize natural gas fuel cost risk. Second, and perhaps less

20

obviously, the Commission should be mindful that enhancing resource

21

diversity within DEC's supply portfolio can also minimize the fuel cost risk

22

associated with natural gas.

ARE

PARTICULARLY

23

9

RELEVANT

AS

THE

1

Q.

CAN YOU ELABORATE ON HOW THE RISK-AWARE STRATEGY

2

OF

3

LONGER-TERM

4

COMMISSION'S CONSIDERATION OF DEC'S PLAN?

5

A.

FINANCIAL

AND

PHYSICAL

CONTRACTS,

HEDGING,

MIGHT

PLAY

INCLUDING
INTO

THE

Yes. Natural gas prices have traditionally been volatile. Shale gas has

6

mitigated this volatility to a degree over the last several years. However, as

7

natural gas increasingly becomes utilities' fuel of choice for new generation

8

plants, and therefore becomes a larger component of utilities' overall fuel

9

costs, the nation is learning that volatility is a function of not only production

10

cost variables, but also constraints in our delivery infrastructure (i.e., pipeline

11

capacity). During the "polar vortex" event earlier this year, the nation

12

realized that natural gas prices can still be extremely volatile.

*

3

•

13
14

Shorter-term natural gas hedges help insulate consumers from volatility. As

15

DEC Witness Weintraub states in his pre-filed direct testimony in this docket,

16

on page 11, hedging "dampens fuel price volatility, thereby protecting

17

customers from fuel rate changes . . . ." Such hedges come, however, at a

18

cost: the price of the "insurance premium" provided by the hedge, and the

19

foreclosure of the opportunity to enjoy a lower market price. As DEC's

^ It also bears mentioning that while most experts predict relatively low and
stable natural gas prices for several years due to increased domestic shale gas
production {see, e.g., Duke Witness Weintraub's testimony at page 61 of the
transcript in Docket No. E~2, Sub 1031), it's impossible to know whether this
will be the case. Questions remain about the impacts of hydraulic fracturing,
and whether any environmental impacts, seismic impacts, or transportation
infrastructure-related impacts, for example, will affect the marketplace and
increase natural gas prices.
10

1

proposed plan sets out, '"hedging activities may or may not result in net fuel

2

cost savings due to differences between the monthly settlement prices and the

3

actual hedge price of the transactions that were executed over time. Those

4

hedging activities, however, will reduce fuel price risk for customers and will

5

provide a greater degree of fuel rate certainty." In other words, to enjoy the

6

benefits of shorter-term hedging, a Commission must be willing to consider

7

hedging activities to be prudent and reasonable even if they turn out, in the

8

end, to be "out of the money" and therefore technically not least cost.

9
10

Shorter-term hedges do not, however, insulate consumers from the risk of

11

longer-term natural gas upward price trends. It is my understanding that DEP

12

Witness Weintraub testified, during last year's DEP fuel rider proceeding

13

{see page 61 of the transcript in Docket E-2, Sub 1031), that he believed

14

many of the contracts being entered into at present would prove over time to

15

be "in the money" because he anticipated an upward trend in natural gas

16

prices. Based on such understandings, DEC's proposed natural gas hedging

17

plan wisely indicates that the company is "evaluat[ing] alternatives that can

18

provide long-term price stability and protect customers from long-term

19

natural gas price trends." As with shorter-term hedging, if the benefits of

20

longer-term hedging are to be enjoyed, a Commission must be willing to

21

consider hedging activities to be prudent and reasonable even if they turn out,

22

in the end, to be "out of the money" and therefore technically not least cost.

23

11

1

CAN YOU ELABORATE ON HOW THE RISK-AWARE STRATEGY

2

OF DIVERSIFYING RESOURCES WITHIN A SUPPLY PORTFOLIO

3

MIGHT PLAY INTO THE COMMISSION'S CONSIDERATION OF

4

DEC'S PLAN?

5

Yes. Like traditional physical and financial hedges, diversifying into clean

6

energy resources, including solar, wind, hydro, biomass and DSM/EE, offers

7

an additional technique for hedging against the traditional (and recent "polar

8

vortex"-related) volatility of natural gas prices. Energy efficiency is uniquely

9

valuable because it is the lowest-cost, lowest-risk resource. Diversification is

10

achieved by including various supply and demand-side resources that behave

11

independently from each other in different future scenarios, so that overall

12

risk and cost are minimized over the long term. It's the same principle that's

13

used in investment portfolios to minimize volatility and maximize returns

14

over time. A recent quote from Duke Energy Vice President Rob Caldwell, in

15

the Charlotte Business Journal, echoes this theme. Mr. Caldwell said, "I thinic

16

you're going to see us asking regulators, 'Here's our least-cost plan - today

17

you know that's going to be a gas plant - but we think there's an opportunity

18

for a more diversified portfolio so we don't get all our eggs in one basket.'"

19

The article is available online at http://www.bizjournals.com/charlotte/print-

20

edition/2013/1 l/08/duke-mulls-adding-solar-to-utilities.htm1?page=all.

21
22

23

12

1

CAN YOU SHARE AN EXAMPLE OF A UTILITY INTEGRATING A

2

RISK-AWARE

3

PLANNING?

4

Yes. As the Ceres report explains in greater detail, the Tennessee Valley

5

Authority ("TVA") conducted an extensive cost and risk analysis of different

6

energy resource portfolios as part of its 2011 Integrated Resource Plan. TVA

7

found that the highest-cost, highest-risk strategies were those that maintained

8

its current resource portfolio (which is largely fossil and nuclear), or

9

emphasized new nuclear plant construction. The lowest-cost, lowest-risk

10

strategy, and the strategy that TVA selected, was to diversify its resource

11

portfolio by increasing the share of energy efficiency, demand response and

12

renewable

13

Environmental

14

www.tva.com/environment/reports/irp/pdf/Final IRP complete.pdf.

DIVERSIFICATION

energy
and

generation.

TVA's

Energy

STRATEGY

2011

Future,"

is

IRP,

INTO

called

available

ITS

"TVA's

online

at

15
16

IS THE CERES REPORT UNIQUE IN ITS CONCLUSION THAT

17

PORTFOLIO

18

NATURAL GAS PRICE UNCERTAINTY?

19

No. The Nicholas Institute for Environmental Policy Solutions and the

20

Nicholas School of the Environment at Duke University recently investigated

21

energy efficiency as a potential hedge against natural gas price volatility. The

22

resulting report indicates cost savings for consumers from energy efficiency

23

for all natural gas forecasts analyzed, and presents a method to quantify the

DIVERSIFICATION

13

CAN

HEDGE

AGAINST

1

value of energy efficiency as a hedge. The report, "Using Energy Efficiency

2

to Hedge Natural

3

http://nicholasinstitute.duke.edu/sites/default/files/publications/ni wp 13-

4

02.pdf.

Gas

Price

Uncertainty," is

available

online at

5
RECOMMENDATION

6
7

8

WHAT IS YOUR RECOMMENDATION TO THE COMMISSION?

9

First and foremost, I recommend that the Commissioner further familiarize

10

itself with the general risk-aware regulatory approach described in the Ceres

11

report. It is an approach that I believe may be helpful to the Commission,

12

both in this docket and generally. Second, and just as importantly, 1

13

recommend that the Commission implement a risk-aware regulatory

14

approach in considering DEC's proposed natural gas hedging plan and future

15

costs that may be incurred pursuant to any shorter-term or longer-term

16

hedging activities that DEC engages in, including taking steps to encourage

17

DEC to diversify its portfolio into clean energy resources, including solar,

18

wind, hydro, biomass and DSM/EE.

19
20

DOES THIS CONCLUDE YOUR TESTIMONY?

21

Yes.
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AUTHORS

This report is primarily addressed to state regulatory utility
commissioners, who will preside over some of the most
important investments in the history of the U.S. electric power
sector during perhaps its most challenging and tumultuous
period. This report seeks to provide regulators with a thorough
discussion of risk, and to suggest an approach—"risk-aware
regulation"—whereby regulators can explicitly and proactively
seek to identify, understand and minimize the risks associated
with electric utility resource investment. It is hoped that this
approach will result in the efficient deployment of capital, the
continued financial health of utilities, and the confidence and
satisfaction of the customers on whose behalf utilities invest.

Ron Binz , the lead author of this report, is a 30 -year veteran
of utility and energy policy and principal with Public Policy
Consulting. Most recently, he served for four years as the
Chairman of the Colorado Public Utilities Commission where
he implemented the many policy changes championed by
the Governor and the Legislature to bring forward Colorado's
"New Energy Economy." He is the author of several reports
and articles on renewable energy and climate policy has
testified as an expert witness in fifteen states.

Additionally, this report seeks to present a unique discussion of
risk and a persp ective on appropriate regulatory approaches for
addressing it that will interest numerous secondary audiences,
including utility managements, fin ancial analysts, investors,
electricity consumers, advocates, state legislatures and
energy offices, and other stakeholders with a particular interest
in ensuring that electric system resource investments—^which
could soon reach unprecedented levels—are made thoughtfully,
transparently and in full consideration of all associated risks.
SCOPE
While we believe that the approach described herein is
applicable to a b road range of decisions facing state
regulators, the report focuses primarily on resource
investment decisions by investor-owned electric utilities
(lOUs), which constitute roughly 70 percent of the U.S.
electric power industry. The findings and recommendations
may be of particular interest to regulators in states facing
substantial coal generating capacity retirements and
evaluating a spectrum of resource investment options.

Richard Sedano is a principal with the Regulatory Assistance
Project (RAP), a global, non-profit team of experts focused
on the long-term economic and environmental sustainability
of the power and natural gas sectors, providing technical and
policy assistance to policymakers and regulators on a broad
range of energy and environmental issues. RAP is widely
viewed as a source of innovative and creative thinking that
yields practical solutions. RAP members meet directly with
government officials, regulators and their staffs; lead
technical workshops and training sessions; conduct in-house
research and produce a growing volume of p ublications
designed to better align energy regulation with economic and
environmental goals.
Denise Furey has over 25 years of experience with financial
institutions, structuring and analyzing transactions for energy
and utility companies. In 2011 she founded Regent Square
Advisors, a consulting firm specializing in financial and
regulatory concerns faced by the sector. She worked with
Citigroup covering power and oil & gas companies, and
worked with Fitch Rating, Enron Corporation and MBIA
insurance Corporation. Ms. Furey also served with the
Securities and Exchange Commission participating in the
regulation of investment companies.
Dan Mullen, Senior Manager for Ceres' Electric Power
Programs, works to identify and advance solutions that will
transform the U.S. electric utility industry in line with the
urgent goal of sustainably meeting society's 2P' century
energy needs. In addition to developing Ceres' intellectual
capital and external partnerships, he has engaged with major
U.S. electric utilities on issues related to climate change,
clean energy and stakeholder engagement, with a pa rticular
focus on energy efficiency. A Stanford University graduate,
Dan has also raised more than $5 million to support Ceres'
climate change initiatives and organizational development.
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PRACriCING RISK-AWARE EIECTRICITY REGULATION

FOREWORD
Today's electric industry faces a s tunning investment cycle.
Across the country, the infrastructure is aging, with very old
parts of the power plant fleet and electric and gas delivery
systems needing to be replaced. The regulatory environment
is shifting dramatically as rules tighten on air pollution from
fossil-burning power plants. Fossil fuel price outlooks have
shifted. New options for energy efficiency, renewable energy,
distributed generation, and smart grid and consumer
technologies are pressing everyone to think differently about
energy and the companies that provide it. Customers expect
reliable electricity and count on good decisions of others to
provide it.

A key report conclusion in this regard: sensible, safe investment
strategies, based on the report's detailed cost and risk analysis
of a wide range of generation resources, should include:
S Diversifying energy resource portfolios rather than
"betting the farm" on a narrow set of options (e.g., fossil
fuel generation technologies and nuclear);
K More emphasis on renewable energy resources such as
onshore wind and distributed and utility-scale solar;
H More emphasis on energy efficiency, which the report
shows is utilities' lowest-cost, lowest-risk resource.

The critical nature of this moment and the choices ahead are
the subject of this report. It speaks to key decision-makers,
such as: state regulators who have a critical role in determining
utility capital investment decisions; utility executives managing
their businesses in this era of uncertainty; investors who
provide the key capital for utilities; and others involved in
regulatory proceedings and with a stak e in their outcomes.

At its heart, this report is a call for "risk-aware regulation."
With an estimated $2 trillion of utility capital investment in
long-lived infrastructure on the line over the next 20 years,
regulators must focus unprecedented attention to risk—not
simply keeping costs down today, but minimizing overall costs
over the long term, especially in the face of possible surprises.
And utilities' use of robust planning tools needs to be sharpened
to incorporate risk identification, analysis, and management.

The report lays out a suite of game-changing recommendations
for handling the tremendous investment challenge facing the
industry. As much as $100 billion will be invested each year
for the next 20 years, roughly double recent levels. A large
portion of those investments will be made by non-utility
companies operating in competitive markets. But another
large share will be made by utilities—with their (and their key
investors') decisions being greatly affected by state regulatory
policies and practices.

This report offers some good news amid pervasive uncertainty:
the authors point out that planning the lowest-cost, lowest
risk investment route aligns with a low-carbon future. From
a risk management standpoint, diversifying utility portfolios
today by expanding investment in clean energy and energy
efficiency makes sense regardless of how and when carbon
controls come into play. Placing too many bets on the
conventionai basket of generation technologies is the highestrisk route, in the authors' analysis.

This is no time for backward-looking decision making. It is
vital—for electricity consumers and utilities' own economic
viability—that their investment decisions reflect the needs of
tomorrow's cleaner and smarter 2P' century infrastructure
and avoid investing in yesterday's technologies. The authors
provide useful advice to state regulators on how they can
play a m ore proactive role in helping frame how electric
utilities face these investment challenges.

We're in a new world now, with many opportunities as well as
risks. More than ever, the true risks and costs of utility
investments should be made explicit and carefully considered
as decisions on multi-billion-dollar commitments are made.
As the industry evolves, so too must its regulatory frameworks.
The authors point out why and offer guidance about how.
This is news regulators and the industry can use.
Susan F. Tierney
Managing Principal
Analysis Group

FOREWORD
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
CONTEXT: INCREASIN6 CAPITAL INVESTMENT BY
01 ELECTRIC UflLITrES AMID HISTORIC UNCERTAINTY AND RISK

The U.S. electric utility industry, which has remained largely
stable and predictable during its first century of existence,
now faces tremendous challenges. Navigant Consulting
recently observed that "the changes underway in the 2P'
century electric power sector create a level and complexity
of risks that is perhaps unprecedented in the industry's
history."* These challenges include:
H an aging generation fleet and distribution system, and
a n eed to expand transmission;

' 1

M Increasingly stringent environmental regulation limiting
pollutants and greenhouse gases;^

m\

K disruptive changes in the economics of coal and natural gas;

Many of these same factors are driving historic levels of utility
investment. It is estimated that the U.S. electricity industry
could invest as much as $100 billion each year for 20
years"—roughly twice recent investment leveis. This level of
investment will double the net invested capital in the U.S.
electricity system by 2030. Moreover, these infrastructure
investments are long lived: generation, transmission and
distribution assets can have expected useful lives of 30 or
40 years or longer. This means that many of these assets
will likely still be operating in 2050, when electric power
producers may be required to reduce greenhouse gas
emissions by 80 percent or more to avoid potentially
catastrophic impacts from climate change.

H rapidly evolving smart grid technologies enabling greater
customer control and choice;
H increased policy maker emphasis on demand-side
resources requiring new regulatory approaches and utility
business models;
y competition from growth in distributed generation;
slow demand growth due to protracted economic
recovery and high unemployment;
substantially weakened industry financial metrics and credit
ratings, with over three-quarters of companies in the sector
rated three notches or less above "junk bond" status.**

1

iKJK'

Forrest Small and Lisa Frantzis, The 2V' Century Electric Utility Positioning for a Low-Carbon Future, Navigant Consulting (Boston, MA Ceres, 2010), 28, http //www ceres org/resources/reports/the21st-century-electric-ut!lity-positioning-for-a-Iow-carbon-future-l
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Estimates of U S coai-fired generatingcapacitytfiat could be retired in ttie 2015-2020 timeframe as a result of forthcoming U S Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) air quality regulations range from 10 to
70 gigawdtts, or t ^tween three and 22 percent of U S coai-fired generation capacity Forthcoming EPA water quality regulations could require the installation of costly cooling 'owers on more than 4CK) pwwer
plants that provide more than a quarter of all U S electric ty generation See Susan Terrey, "Electric Reliability under New EPA Power Plant Regulations A Field Guide," World Resources Institute. January 18,
2011, http//www wri org/stories/2011/Ol/electric-reliability-under-new-epa-power-plant-regulations-field-guide

3
4

Companies in the sector include investor-owned utilities (lOUs), utility holding companies and non-regulated affiliates
Marc Chupka et a! . Transforming America's Power Industry The Investment Challenge 2010-2030, The Brattle Group (Washington DC The Edison Foundation, 2008), vi.
http //www brattle com/_documents/UpioadLibrary/Upload725 pdf Brattle's investment estimates apply to the entire U S electric ut'lity industry, including iOUs, electric cooperatives and
government-owned util ties From 2000-05, overall annual caoital expenditures by U S lOUs averageo rough y $48 billion, from 2006-10 that number climbed to $74 billion, see Edison Electric
Institute, 2010 Financial Review Annual Report of the U S Shareholder-Owned Electric Utility Industry CNasb\n^or\ DC Edison Electric Institute, 2011), 18
http//www eei org/whatwedo/DataAnalysis/lndusFinanAnalysis/finreview/Docum0nts/FR2OlO_FullReport_web pdf
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Greatly increased utility investment combined with minimal,
zero or even declining electricity demand growth means that
retail electricity prices for consumers will rise sharply,
claiming a greater share of household disposable income
and likely leading to ratepayer resistance.® Because the U.S.
economy was built on relatively cheap electricity—the only
thing many U.S. consumers and busines.ses have ever
known—credit rating agencies are concerned about what
this dynamic could mean for utilities in the long term. Rating
analysts also point out that the overall credit profile for
investor-owned utilities (lOUs) could decline even further
since utilities' operating cash flows won't be sufficient to
satisfy their ongoing investment needs.®
It fails to state electricity regulators to ensure that the large
amount of capital invested by utilities over the next two
decades is deployed wisely. Poor decisions could harm the
U.S. economy and its global competitiveness; cost
ratepayers, investors and taxpayers hundreds of billions of
dollars; and have costly impacts on the environment and
public health.
To navigate these difficult times, it is essential that regulators
understand the risks involved in resource selection, correct
for biases inherent in utility regulation, and keep in mind the
long-term impact that their decisions will have on consumers
and society. To do this, regulators must look outside the
boundaries established by regulatory tradition.

CHALLENGES TO
EFFECTIVE REGULATION
To be e ffective in the 2P' century, regulators will need to be
especially attentive to two areas: identifying and addressing
risk; and overcoming regulatory biases.
Risk arises when there is potential harm from an adverse
event that can occur with some degree of probability. Put
another way, risk is "the expected value of a potential loss."
Higher risk for a res ource or portfolio means that more value
is at stake or that the likelihood of a fin ancial loss is greater,
or both.
Risks for electric system resources have both time-related
and cost-related aspects. Cost risks reflect the possibility
that an investment will not cost what one expects, or that
cost recovery for the investment will differ from expectations.
Time risks reflect the possibility that circumstances will
change over the life of the investment and materially affect
both the cost of the investment and the degree to which it
benefits consumers. Figure ES-1 summarizes the many
varieties of risk for utility resource investment.

©

Risk is the expected value of a potential loss.
Higher risk for a resource or portfo lio means that
more value is at stake or that the likelihood of
a financial loss is greater , or both.

© Figure ES-1
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• Constru ction costs higher than anticipated

• Constru ction delays occur

r Availability and cost of capital underestimated

• Competitive pressures; market changes

• Ope ration costs higher than anticipated

« Environmental rules change

r Fue l costs'exceed original estimates, or alternative fuel costs drop

• Loa d grows less than expected; excess capacity

r Investm ent so large that it threatens a firm

• Better supply options materialize

• Imprudent management practices occur

• Catastrophic loss of plant occurs

• Res ource constraints (e.g., water)

» Auxiliary resources (e.g., transmission) delayed

• Rate shock; regulators won't put costs into rates

^ Other government policy and fiscal changes

Moody's Investors Service, Special Comment. The2V' Century Electric L/W/fy (New York- Moody's Investors Service, 2010) Importantly, customers who currently enjoy the lowest electricity rates can
expect the largest rate increases, in relative terms, as providers of cheap, coal-generated electricity install costiy pollution controls or replace old coal-fired units vdth more expensive new resources
This dynamic coud prove especially challenging for regulators, utilities and consumers in the heavily coal-dependent Midwest.
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Richard Cortright, "Testimony before the Pennsylvania Public Utility Commission," Harrisburg, Pennsylvania, November 19, 2(X^, http //www.puc state pa us/g0neraI/RegulatGrylnfo/pdf/ARRA_Testimony-SPRS pdf.
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COSTS AND RISKS OF
NEW GENERATION RESOURCES
1. Risk cannot be eliminated, but it can be managed and
minimized. Since risks are defined as probabilities, it is
by definition probable that some risks will be realized—
that, sooner or later, risk will translate into dollars for
consumers, investors or both. This report concludes with
recommendations for how regulators can minimize risk by
practicing "risk-aware regulation."
2. It i s unlikely that consumers will bear the full cost of poor
utility resource investment decisions. The very large amount
of capital investment that's being contemplated and the
resulting upward pressure on electricity rates will make It very
unappealing (or simply untenable) for r egulators to burden
ratepayers with the full cost of utility mistakes. As a result,
it is likely that utility investors (specifically shareholders) will
be more exposed to losses resulting from poor utility investment
decisions than in years past.
3. ignoring risk is not a v iable strategy. Regulators (and utilities)
cannot avoid risk by failing to make decisions or by relying on
fate. Following a practice just because "It's always been done
that way," instead of m aking a fr esh assessment of risk and
attempting to limit that risk, is asking for trouble.

Traditional utility regulation also contains several built-in biases
tfiat effective regulators must overcome.^ These biases, which
result in part from the incentives that traditional regulation
provides to utilities, encourage utilities to invest more than is
optimal for their customers—which is to say, more than is
optimal for the provision of safe, reliable, affordable and
environmentally sustainable electricity—and discourage them
from investing in the lowest-cost, lowest-risk resources (namely,
demand-side resources such as energy efficiency) that provide
substantial benefits to ratepayers and local economies. Bias
can also lead utilities to seek to exploit regulatory and legislative
processes as a m eans of increasing profits (rather than,
for example, improving their own operational efficiencies).
Finally, regulators face an inherent information deficit when
dealing with utility managements. This can hamper effective
collaboration around utility planning, which is arguably the
most important function of electricity regulation today.

We closely examine costs and risks of new generation resources
for several reasons. First, as the largest share of utility spending
in the current build cycle, generation investment is where the
largest amount of consumer and investor dollars is at risk.
Also, today's decisions about generation investment can
trigger substantial future investments in transmission and
distribution infrastructure. Proposed power plants can be a
lightning rod for controversy, heightening public scrutiny of
regulatory and corporate decision-makers. Finally, poor
investment decisions about generation resources in lOUs'
last major build cycle resulted in tens of billions of dollars of
losses for consumers and shareholders.® For these and other
reasons, it is especially important that regulators address,
manage and minimize the risks associated with utility
investments in new generation resources.®

O

Ignoring risk is not a viable strategy. Regu lators
(and utilities) cannot avoid risk by failing to make
decisions or by relying on fate.

Acquiring new electric system resources involves dimensions
of b oth cost and risk. Of these two dimensions, the tools for
estimating the cost elements of new generation, while
imperfect, are more fully developed than the risk-related
tools. As a starting point for our examination of the relative
cost and risk of new generation resources, we rank a wide
range of supply-side resources and one demand-side
resource (energy efficiency) according to their levelized cost
of electricity, or "LCOE" (Figure ES-2, p. 8).'° This ranking
is based on 2010 data and does not include recent cost
increases for nuclear or cost decreases for solar PV and
wind. Because carbon controis could add significant costs to
certain technologies but the exact timing and extent of these
costs is unknown, we include a mo derate estimate for carbon
cost for fossil-fueled resources. And because incentives such
as tax credits and loan guarantees can significantly affect
LCOE, we examine the LCOE range for each technology with
and without incentives where applicable.
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These Diases, which are oiscussed furrher in the report, are information asymmetry, the Averch-Johnson effect, the throughput incentive, "rent-seeking", and the "bigger-is-better" bias

8

Frank Huntowski, Neil Fisher, and Aaron Patterson, Embrace Electric Competition or It's Deji Vu All Over Again (Concord, MA The NcrthBridge Group, 2008), 18, http//wwwnbgroupcorn/publicatiQns/Embrace_
Electric_Competition_Or_its_Deja_Vu, AILOver_Again pdf The NorthBridge Group estimates that ratepayers, taxpayers and investors were saddled with $200 billion (in 2007 dollars) in "above-market" costs
associated with the build cycle of the 1970s and 80s Between 1981-91, shareholders lost roughly $19 billion as a result of regulatory disallowances of power plant investments by some regulated utilities, see
Thomas P Lyon and JohnW Mayo, "Regulatory opportunism and investment behavior evidence from the U S electric utility industry,"of fconom/cs, Vol 36, No 3 (Autumn 2005) 628-44,
htip //webuser bus umich edu)tp!yGn/PDF)Publ!shed%20P3f:^rs/Lyon%20Mayo%20RAND%202CK)5 pdf The potential for n^ative consequences is probably higner today, since tne IQSls, electric demand
has grown significantly while the environmental risks associated with utility operaiions, the costs of developing new generation resources, and the pace of technology development have all increased substantially

9

While our analysis of risks and costs of new generation resources may be of most interest to regulators in "vertically-integrated" states (where utilities own or control their own generation), it also has implications for
regulators in restructured states Regulators in all slates can direct electric utilities to invest in cost-effective demand-side resources, which, as this report makes clear, are utilities' lowest-cost and lowest-risk resources

10

LCOE indicates the cost per megawatt-hour for electricity over the life of the plant, encompassing all expected costs (e g , capital, operations and maintenance, and fuel) We primarily reference
LCOE data compiled by the Union of Concerned Scientists (UCS), which aggregates three common sources of largely consensus LCOE data the U S Energy Information Adninistration (EIA), t^e
California Energy Commission (GEO and the investment firm Lazard, see Baroara Freese et al, A Risky Proposition (Car^bndge, MA Union of Concerned Scientists, 2011),
http //www ucsusa org/absets/documents/clean_energy/a-risky-proposition_report pdf LCOE costs for technologies not included in UCS's analysis (viz , biomass co-firing, combined cycle natural gas
generation with CCS, and distributed solar) were estimated by the authors based on comparable resources referenced by UCS
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© Figure ES 2

® Figure ES-3

RELATIVE COST RANKING OF
NEW GENERATION RESOURCES

RELATIVE RISK RANKING OF
NEW GENERATION RESOURCES

HIGHEST LEVELIZED COST
OF ELECTRICITY (2010 )

HIGHEST COMPOSITE RISK

Nuclear'^

'

Natural Gas CC-CCS

Coal IGCC-CCS w/moentives

Biomass

Coal IGCC w/ incentives

Coal IGCC w/Incentives

Large Solar PV w/ incentives*

Natural Gas CC

Pulverized Coal

Biomass w/ incentives

Nuclear w/incentives*

Geothermal

Biomass

Biomass Co-firing

Geothermal

Geothermal w/incentives

Biomass w/ incentives

Solar Thermal

Natural Gas CC-CCS

Solar Thermal w/ inonntives

Ge.otjTerjj|al w/i)ip|nj»|^

LOWEST LEVELIZED COST
OF ELECTRICITY (2010)

-

.S Large Solar PV.

LOWEST COMPOSITE RISK

* Cost ranking based on 2010 data Do es not reflect recent cost increases for nuclear or cost decreases for solar PV and wind

But the LCOE ranking tells only part of the story The price for
any resource in this list does not take into account the relative
nskoi acquiring it To establish relative risk of new generation
resources, we return to the many risks identified in Figure
ES-1 and compress those risks into seven mam categories
@ Construction Cost R isk: includes unplanned cost
increases, delays and imprudent utility actions
H Fuel and Operating Cost Risk; includes fuel cost and
availability, as well as O&M cost risks
B New Regulation Risk: includes air and water quality
rules, waste disposal, land use, and zoning
Carbon Price Risk: includes state or federal limits on
greenhouse gas emissions

Risk exposure n each r sk category ranges from

None to Very High

M Water Constraint Risk: includes the availability and cost
of cooling and process water
H Capital Shock Risk: includes availability and cost of
capital, and risk to firm due to project size
• Planning Risk: includes risk of inaccurate load forecasts,
competitive pressure
We then evaluate each resource profiled in the LCOE ranking
and apply our informed judgment to quantify each resource's
relative exposure to each type of risk " This allows us to
establish a co mposite risk score for each resource (with the
highest score indicating the highest risk) and rank them
according to their relative composite risk profile (Figure ES-3)

We ass gneij scores (None = 0 Very High = 4) to each r sk category for each resource an(d then summed them to establish

an ind cative quantitative rank ng of composite risk We also tested the robustness of the r sk rank ng by calculat ng two additional rankings of the risk scores one that overwe ghted the cost r elated
risk categories and one that overweighted the environmental related risk categor es
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O Figure ES-4

PROJECTED UTILITY GENERATION RESOURCES I N 201
Relative Cost and Relative Risk
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INCREASING RISK

The risk ranking differs from the cost ranking in several
important v\/ays First, the risk ranking shows a clea r division
between renewable resources and non-renewable resources
Second, nuclear generation moves from the middle of the
cost ranking to the top of the risk ranking Notably, energy
efficiency ranks lowest m both cost and risk
With largely consensus quantitative LCOE data, and having
developed indicative composite risk scores for each resource,
we can summarize relative risks and costs of utility
generation resources in a single graph (Figure ES-4)

O
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While this report focuses on new generation
resources, the appro ach to "risk-aware regulation"
described herein works equa lly well for the "retire
or retrofit" decisions con cerning existing coal plants
facing regulators and utilities in many states .

While this report focuses on new generation resources, the
approach to "risk-aware regulation" described herein works
equally well for the "retire or retrofit" decisions concerning
existing coal plants facing regulators and utilities in many
states The question for regulators is whether to approve coal
plant closures in the face of new and future EPA regula tions,
or to approve utility investments in costly pollution controls to
keep the plants running Regulators should treat this much
like an IRP proceeding utilities should be required to present
multiple scenarios differing in their disposition of the coal
plants The cost and risk of each scenario should be tested
using sensitivities for fuel costs, environmental requirements,
cost of capital, and so forth In the end, regulators should
enter a de cision that addresses all of the relevant risks

Resources are assumed to '^ome online in 2015
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PRACTICING
RISK-AWARE REGULATION:
SEVEN ESSENTIAL STRATEGIES FOR STATE REGULATORS

MANAGING RISK INTELLIGENTLY IS ARGUABLY THE MAIN DUTY OF REGULATORS
WHO OVERSEE UTILITY INVESTMENT. EFFECTIVELY MANAGING RISK IS NOT SIMPLY
ACHIEVING THE LEAST COST TODAY, BUT RATHER IS PART OF A STRATEGY TO
MINIMIZE OVERALL COSTS OVER THE LONG TERM. WE IDENTIFY SEVEN ES SENTIAL
STRATEGIES THAT REGULATORS SH OULD EMPLOY TO MANAGE AND MINIMIZE RISK:

D

DIVERSIFYING UTILITY SUPPLY POR TFOLIOS with an em phasis on low-carbon resources and
energy efficiency. Diversification—investing in different asse t classes with different risk profiles—
is what allows investors to reduce risk (or "volatility") in their investment portfolios. Similarly,
diversifying a utility portfolio by including various supply and demand-side resources that behave
independently from each other in different futu re scenarios reduces the portfolio's overall risk.
UTILIZING ROBUST PLANNING PR OCESSES for all utility investment. In many vertically
integrated markets and in some organized markets, regulators use "integrated resource planning"
(IRP) to oversee utilities' capital investments. IRP is an important tool to e nsure that the utilities,
regulators and other stakeholders have a common understanding of a full spectrum o f utility
resource options; that the options are e xamined in a structu red, disciplined way; that demand-side
resources get equal consideration alongside supply-side resources; and that the final resource plan
is understood by all.
EMPLOYING TRANS PARENT RATEMAKING PRAC TICES that reveal risk. For example,
allowing a current return on construction work in progress (CWIP) to enable utilities to finance large
projects doesn't actually reduce risk but rather transfers it from the utility to consumers.While
analysts and s ome regulators favor this approach, its use can obscure a project's risk and create
a "moral haz ard" for utilities to undertake more risky investments. Utility investment in the lowestcost and lowest-risk resource, energy efficiency, requires regulatory adjustments that may include
decoupling utility revenues from sales and performance-based financial incentives.

Q

USING FINANCIAL AND PHYSICAL HEDGES, including long-term contracts. These allow utilities to
lock in a price (e.g., for fuel), thereby avoiding the risk of higher market prices later. But these options
must be used carefully since using fhem can foreclose an opportunity to enjoy lower market prices.
HOLDING UTILITIES ACC OUNTABLE for their obligations and commitments. This helps to
create a con sistent, stable regulatory environment, which is highly valued in the marketplace and
ensures that agreed-upon resource plans become reality.
OPERATING IN ACTIVE, "LEGISLAT IVE" MODE, continually seeking out and a ddressing risk.
In "judicial mode," a regulator takes in evidence in formal settings and re solves disputes; in
contrast, a regulator operating in "legislative mode" proactively seeks to gather all relevant
information and to find solutions to future challenges.
REFORMING AND RE-INVENTING RATEM AKING POLICIES as appropriate. Today's energy
industry faces disruptions similar to those experienced by the telecommunications industry over the
past two decades, which led reg ulators to modernize their tools and experiment with vario us types
of incen tive regulation. One area whe re electricity regulators might profitably question existing
practices is rate design; existing pricing structures should be reviewed for the incentives they
provide for customers and the outcomes they create for utilities.

13

For example, the use of CWIP financing m Florida could result in Progress Energy customers paying the utility more than $1 billion for a n ew nuclear plant (the Levy County Nuclear Power Plant) that
may never be built Florida state law prohibits ratepayers from recouping their investment in Levy or other CWIP-financed projects

10
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Careful planning is the regulator's primary risk management
tool. A recently completed IRP by the Tennessee Valley
Authority (TVA) illustrates how robust planning enables riskaware resource choices and avoids higher-cost, higher-risk
suppiy portfolios, TVA co nsidered five resource strategies and
subjected each to extensive scenario analysis. Figure ES-5
shows how these strategies mapped out along an "efficient
frontier" according to TVA's anaiys is of cost and risk." The
highest-cost, highest-risk strategies were those that
maintained TVA's current resource portfolio^® or emphasized
new nuciear plant construction. The lowest-cost, lowest-risk
strategies were the ones that diversified TVA's resource
portfolio by increasing TVA's investment in energy efficiency
and renewable energy. The TVA analysis is careful and
deliberate; analyses by other utilities that reach significantly
different thematic conclusions must be scrutinized carefully
to examine whether the costs and risks of ail resources have
been properly evaluated.
© Figure ES-5

TVA ANALYSIS OF RESOURCE PLAN COSTS & FINANCIAL RISK
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Updating traditional practices will require effort and
commitment from regulators and regulatory staff. Is it worth
it? This report identifies numerous benefits from practicing
"risk-aware regulation":
M Consumer benefits from improved regulatory decision
making and risk management, leading to greater utility
investment in lower-cost, lower-risk resources;
k>j Utility benefits in the form of a more stable, predictable
business environment that enhances long-term planning
capabilities;
B Investor benefits resulting from lowered threats to utility
cost recovery, which simultaneously preserves utility
credit quality and capital markets access and keeps
financing costs low, benefitting all stakeholders;
H Systemic regulatory benefi ts resulting from expanded
transparency, inclusion and sophistication In the
regulatory process, thereby strengthening stakeholder
relationships, building trust and improving policy maker
understanding of energy options—all of which enhances
regulators' ability to do their jobs;
H Broad societal benefits flowing from a cleaner, smarter,
more resilient electricity system.
With two trillion dollars on the line, both the stakes and the
potential benefits are high. If history is a guide, fewer than
700 state regulators will serve in office during the next 20
years. Practicing risk-aware regulation will enable them to
avoid expensive mistakes and identify the most Important
utility investments for realizing the promise of an advanced
century electricity system.

PVRR Risk
K Strategy A: limited Ckange In Current Resource Portfolio
® Strategy B: Baseline Plan Resource Portfolio
• Strategy C: Diversity Focused Resource Portfolio
* Strategy 0: Nuclear Focused Resource Portfolio
A Strategy E: EE DR (Energy Efficiency/Demand Response)
and Renewables Focused Resource Portfolio

Effectively managing risk is not sim ply achieving
the least cost today, bu t rather is part of a strateg y
to minimize overall costs ov er the long term.
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Tennessee Valley Authority (TVA), TVA's Environmental and Energy Future (KnoxViWe, IN: Tennessee Valley Authority, 2011), 161,
httpY/www.tva.comfenvironment/reports/irp/pdf/FinaLi RP_compiete.pdf,
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As of spring 2010, TVA's generation mix consisted mainly of coal {40 percent), natural gas (25 percent) and nuclear (18 percent) (TVA, 7 3),

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

CONCLUSIONS &
RECOMMENDATIONS
H The U.S. electric utility industry has entered what may
be the most uncertain, complex and risky period in its
history. Several forces will conspire to make the next two
decades especially challenging for electric utilities: large
investment requirements, stricter environmental controls,
decarbonization, changing energy economics, rapidly
evolving technologies and reduced load grovrth. Succeeding
with this investment challenge—building a smarter,
cleaner, more resilient electric system for the 2P' century
at the lowest overall risk and cost—will require
commitment, collaboration, shared understanding,
transparency and accountability among regulators, policy
makers, utilities and a wi de range of stakeholders.
B These challenges call for new utility business m odels
and new regulatory paradigms. Both regulators and
utilities need to evolve beyond historical practice. Today's
electricity industry presents challenges that traditional
electricity regulation did not anticipate and cannot fully
address. Similarly, the constraints and opportunities tor
electric utilities going forward are very different than they
were a century ago, when the traditional (and still
predominant) utility business model emerged.
Regulators must recognize the incentives and biases that
attend traditional regulation, and should review and reform
their approaches to resource planning, ratemaking and
utility cost recovery accordingly. Utilities must endorse
regulatory efforts to minimize investment risks on behalf
of consumers and utility shareholders. This means
promoting an inclusive and transparent planning process,
diversifying resource portfolios, supporting forward-looking
regulatory policies, continually reevaluating their strategies
and shaking off "we've always done it that way" thinking.
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H Avoiding expensive utility investment mistakes will
require improved approaches to risk management
in the regulatory process. One of the most important
duties of a 2 P' century electricity regulator is to
understand, examine and manage the risk inherent in
utility resource selection. Existing regulatory tools often
lack the sophistication to do this effectively.
Higher risk for a res ource or portfolio means that more
value is at stake or that the likelihood of a financial loss is
greater, or both. Our analysis across seven major risk
categories reveals that, almost without exception, the
riskiest resources—the ones that could cause the most
financial harm—are large base load fossil and nuclear
plants. It is therefore especially important that regulators
and utilities explicitly address and manage risk when
considering the development of these resources.
Regulators practicing "risk-aware regulation" must exhaust
lower-risk investment options like energy efficiency before
allowing utilities to commit huge sums to higher-risk
projects. Regulators should immediately notify regulated
utilities of their intention to address risks more directly,
and then begin explicitly to include risk assessment in all
decisions about utility resource acquisition.
S More than ever, ratepayer funding Is a precious resource.
Large investment requirements coupled with flat or
decreasing load growth will mean higher utility rates for
consumers. Increased consumer and political resistance
to rising electricity bills, and especially to paying for
expensive mistakes, leaves much less room for error in
resource investment decisions and could pose a threat
to utility earnings.

Risk shifting is not risk minimization. Some regulatory
practices that are commonly perceived to reduce risk
(e.g., construction work in progress financing, or "CWIP")
merely transfer risk from the utility to consumers. This
risk shifting can inhibit the deployment of attractive lowercost, lower-risk resources. Regulatory practices that shift
risk must be closely scrutinized to see if they actually
increase risk—for consumers in the short term, and for
utilities and shareholders in the longer term
investors are more vulnerable than in the past. During
the 1980s, power plant construction cost overruns and
findings of utility mismanagement led regulators to disallow
more than six percent of utilities' overall capital investment,
costing shareholders roughly $19 billion. There will be
even less tolerance for errors in the upcoming build cycle
and more pressure on regulators to protect consumers
Investors should closely monitor utilities' large capex
decisions and consider how the regulatory practice
addresses the risk of these investments Investors should
also observe how the business models and resource
portfolios of specific utilities are changing, and consider
engaging with utility managements on their business
strategies going forward
Cost recovery me chanisms currently viewed positively
by the investment community including the rating
agencies could pose longer-term threats to utilities
and investors. Mechanisms like CWIP provide utilities
with the assurance of cost recovery before the outlay is
made. This could incentivize utilities to take on higherrisk projects, possibly threatening ultimate cost recovery
and deteriorating the utility's regulatory and business
environment in the long run

Some successful strategies for managing risk are
already evident. Regulators and utilities should pursue
diversification of utility portfolios, adding energy efficiency,
demand response, and renewable energy resources to the
portfolio mix. Including a mix of supply and demand-side
resources, distributed and centralized resources, and
fossil and non-fossil generation provides important risk
management benefits to resource portfolios because each
type of resource behaves independently from the others
in different future scenarios In the other direction, failing
to diversify resources, "betting the farm" on a narrow set
of large resources, and ignoring potentially disruptive
future scenarios is asking for trouble
Including a mix of s upply and demand-side resources,
distributed and centralized resources, and fos sil
and non-fossil generation provides important risk
management benefits to resou rce portfolios because
each type of resour ce behaves ind ependently from
the others in different futu re scenarios.

Regulators have important tools a t their disposal.
Careful planning is the regulator's primary tool for risk
mitigation. This is true for regulators in both verticallyintegrated and restructured electricity markets Effective
resource planning considers a wide variety of r esources,
examines possible future scenarios and considers the risk
of various portfolios Regulators should employ transparent
ratemaking practices that reveal and do not obscure the
level of risk inherent in a resource choice; they should
selectively apply financial and physical hedges, including
long-term contracts Importantly, they must hold utilities
accountable for their obligations and commitments.

CONCLUSIONS & RECOMMENDATIONS

~

1. CONTEXT:
INGREASiNQ CAPITAL IHVESTIVIENT BY U.S. ELECTRIC UTILITIES
AMID HISTORIC UNCERTAINTY Ec RISK
U.S. ELECTRIC UTILITIES ARE FACING A SET OF CHALLENGES UNPARALLELED IN THE INDUSTRY'S
HISTORY, PROVIDING MANY REASONS TO CONCLUDE THAT THE TRADITIONAL PRACTICES OF
UTILITIES AND THEIR REGULATORS MUST BE UPDATED TO ADD A S HARPER FOCUS ON RISK
MANAGEMENT IN THE REGULATORY PROCESS,

Consider the forces acting on the electricity sector in 2012:
S an aging generation fleet;

S infrastructure upgrades to the distribution system;
fS Increasingly stringent environmental regulation limiting
pollutants and greenhouse gases;^®
M disruptive changes In the economics of coal and natural gas;
H new transmission investments;
H rapidly evolving smart grid technologies enabling greater
customer control and choice;
B Increased policy maker emphasis on demand-side
resources requiring new regulatory approaches and utility
business models;
H competition from growth in distributed generation;

Independent power producers sell power to utilities, either
under contract or through auction markets. The net asset value
of the plant in service for all U.S. electric utilities in 2010 was
about $1.1 trillion, broken down as $765 billion for iOUs, about
$200 billion for municipal (publicly-owned) utilities (or "munis"),
and $112 billion for rural electric cooperatives (or "co-ops").'®
iOUs therefore constitute the largest segment of the U.S.
electric power industry, serving roughly 70 percent of the
U.S. population. Figure 1 illustrates IOUs' capital
expenditures from 2000-2010 and captures the start of the
current "build cycle," beginning in 2006.®" Between 2006
and 2010, capital spending by IOUs—for generation,
transmission and distribution systems—was about 10 percent
of the firms' net plant in service.

H slow demand growth due to protracted economic
recovery and high unemployment;
M tight credit In a difficult economy and substantially
weakened industry financial metrics and credit ratings.

Figure
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In a recent book, Peter Fox-Penner, principal and chairman
emeritus of the Brattle Group, concluded that the sum of
these forces is leading to a "second revolution" In the electric
power industry." Navigant Consulting has observed that "the
changes underway in the 2P' century electric power sector
create a level and complexity of risks that is perhaps
unprecedented in the industry's history."'®

THE INVESTMENT CHALLENGE

2000 2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010

The United States electric utility industry is a network of
approximately 3,300 Investor-owned utilities (lOUs), cooperative
associations and government entities. In addition, about 1,100

Year
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See footnote 2.
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Peter Fox-Penner, Smart Power (Washington DC' Island Press, 2010), The "first revolution" was triggered by George Westinghouse, Thomas Edison, Nicola Tesla, Samuel Insull and others more than
a century ago.
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Small and Frantzis, The 21^' Century Electiic Utility, 28.
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See U.S. E nergy Information Administration, "Electric Power Industry Overview 2007," http.//www,eia,gov/cneaf/electricity/page/prim2/toc2,htmi, National Rural Electric Cooperative Association,
"Co-op Facts and Figures," http7/www.nreca.coop/members/Co-opFacts/Pages/default.aspx; Edison Electric Institute, "industry Data,"
http://www.eei org/whatwedo/DataAnaiysis/lndustryOata/Pages/default.aspx, Note that these numbers ao not include investment by non-utility generators.
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Edison Electric Institute, 2010 Financial Review, 18
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In 2008, the Brattle Group projected that the collected U.S.
electric utility industry—lOUs, munis, and co-ops—would
need to invest capital at historic levels between 2010 and
2030 to replace aging infrastructure, deploy new
technologies, and meet future consumer needs and
government policy requirements. In all, Brattle predicted that
total industry-wide capital expenditures from 2010 to 2030
would amount to between $1,5 trillion and $2.0 trillion.^i
Assuming that the U.S. implements a p olicy limiting
greenhouse gas emissions, the collected utility industry may
be expected to Invest at roughly the same elevated annual
rate as in the 2006-2010 period each year for 20years.

If the U.S. utility in dustry adds $100 billion each year
between 2010 and 2030, the net value of utility plant
in service will grow from today 's $1.1 trillion to more
than $2.0 trillion—a doubling of net inve sted capital.

1970

1980

1990

A

2000

2010

To understand the seriousness of the investment challenge
facing the industry, consider the age of the existing generation
fleet. About 70 percent of U.S. electric generating capacity is
at least 30 years old (Figure 2).^^ Much of this older capacity
is coal-based generation subject to significant pressure from
the Clean Air Act (CAA) because of its emissions of traditional
pollutants such as nitrous oxides, sulfur dioxides, mercury
and particulates. Moreover, following a landmark Supreme
Court ruling, the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA)
is beginning to regulate as pollutants carbon dioxide and
other greenhouse gas emissions from power plants.^^ These
regulations will put even more pressure on coal plants, which
produce the most greenhouse gas emissions of any electric
generating technology. The nuclear capacity of the U.S.,
approximately 100,000 megawatts, was built mainly in the
1970s and 80s, with original licenses of 40 years. While the
lives of many nuclear plants are being extended with
additional investment, some of these plants will face
retirement within the next two decades.

If the U.S. utility industry adds $100 billion each year between
2010 and 2030, the net value of utility plant in service will
grow from today's $1.1 trillion to more than $2.0 trillion—
a doubling of net invested capital. This growth is considerably
faster than the country has seen in many decades.

21

Chupka et al., Transforming America's Power Industry,

vl Brattle's investment estimates apply to the entire U S, eiectric utility industry, including lOUs, electric cooperatives and government-owned

utilities. The range in Brattle's investment estimate is due to its varying assumptions about U.S. climate policy enactment,
22

U,S. Energy Information Administration, "Today in Energy: Age of electric power generators varies widely," June 15, 2011, http://www.eia,gov/todayinenergy/detail cfm?id=1830,

23

U.S. Supreme Court, Massachusetts v. En vironmental Protection Agency, 549 U S, 497 (2007), http://www,supremecourt,gov/opin!ons/06pdf/05-1120,pdf.
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Figure 3 shows the Brattle Group's investment projections for
new generating capacity for different U.S. regions,2" while
Figure 4 predicts capacity additions for selected U.S. states.
Importantly, the Brattle Group noted that some of this
investment in new power plants could be avoided if regulators
and utilities pursued maximum levels of enerar efficiency.

DRIVERS OF UTILITY INVESTMENT
Technological change, market pressures and policy imperatives
are driving these historic levels of utility investment. As we will
see, these same forces are interacting to create unprecedented
uncertainty, risk and complexity for utilities and regulators.
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Here are eight factors driving the large investment
requirements:
n THE NEED TO REPLACE AG ING GENERATING UNITS. As
mentioned earlier, the average U.S. generating plant
is more than 30 years old. Many plants, including base
load coal and nuclear plants, are reaching the end of
their lives, necessitating either life-extending investments
or replacement.
B ENVIRONMENTAL REQUIREMENTS. Today's Clea n Air Act
(CAA) traces its lineage to a series of federal laws dating
back to 1955. Until recent years, the CAA ha s enjoyed
broad bipartisan support as it steadily tightened controls
on emissions from U.S. electric power plants. These
actions were taken to achieve science-based health
improvements for people and the human habitat. While
the current set of EPA rules enforcing the CAA has
elicited political resistance, it is unlikely that the fivedecade long movement in the United States to reduce
acid rain, smog, ground ozone, particulates and mercury,
among other toxic pollutants, will be derailed. Owners of
many fossil-fueled plants will be forced to decide whether
to make significant capital investments to clean up
emissions and manage available water, or shutter the
plants. Since the capacity is needed to serve consumers'
demand for power (or "load"), these clean air and clean
water policies will stimulate the need for new construction.

Chupka et al, Transforming America's Power Industry, x Brattle's Prism RAP Scenario "assumes there is a new federal policy to constrain carbon emissions, and captures the cost of EPRI's [Electric
Power Research Institute! Prism Analysis projections for generation investments (nuclear, advanced coal, renewables. etc ) that will reduce the growth in carbon emissions This scenario further
assumes the implementation of RAP [realistically achievable potential] EE/DR programs" (ibid , v i) Brattle used EPRI's original Prism analysis, published in September
subsequent updates are available online at http //my epn com/portal/server

2007, that document and

Dt'op8n=5i2&objlD=2i6&&PagelD=229721&mode=2
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State capacity addition predictions are based on Brattie's regional projections and assume that new capital expenditures will be made in proportion to existing investment leveis
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State generating capacity data U S Energy Information Administration, "State Electncity Profiles," January 30,2012, http//www eiagov/electncity/state/ Percentage is rounded to the nearest whole number
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11 NEW TRANSMISSION LINES AN D UPGRADES. U tility
investment in transmission facilities slowed significantly
from 1975 to 1998.^^ In recent years, especially after the
creation of deregulated generation markets in about half
of the U.S., It has become clear that the transmission
deficit will have to be filled. Adding to the need for more
transmission investment is the construction of wind, solar
and geothermai generation resources, far from customers
in areas with little or no existing generation or transmission.
Regional transmission planning groups have formed
across the country to coordinate the expected push for
new transmission capacity.
• NETWORK MOD ERNIZATION/SMART GRID. The int ernet is
coming to the electric power industry. From synchrophasors
on the transmission system (which enable system-wide
data measurement in real time), to automated substations;
from smart meters, smart appliances, to new customer
web-based energy management, investments to
"smarten" the grid are fundamentally changing the way
electricity is delivered and used. While much of today's
activity results from "push" by utilities and regulators,
many observers think a " pull" will evolve as consumers
engage more fully in managing their own energy use.
Additionally, "hardening" the grid against disasters and to
enhance national security will drive further investment in
distribution infrastructure,
B HIGHER PRICES F DR C ONSTRUCTION MATERIALS. Concrete
and steel are now priced in a world market. The demand
from developing nations is pushing up the cost of materials
needed to build power plants and transmission and
distribution facilities.

B DEMAND G RDWTH. Overall U.S. demand for electric power
has slowed with the recent economic recession and is
projected to grow minimally in the intermediate term
(though some areas, like the U.S. Southwest and
Southeast, still project moderate growth). Further, the
expected shift toward electric vehicles has the potential
to reshape utility load curves, expanding the amount of
energy needed in off-peak hours.

D DEPLOYING NEW TECHNOLOGIES AND SUPPORTING R&D.
To meet future environmental requirements, especially
steep reductions of greenhouse gas emissions by 2050,
utilities will need to develop and deploy new technologies
at many points in the grid. Either directly or indirectly,
utilities will be involved in funding for R&D on carbon
capture and storage, new renewable and efficiency
technologies, and electric storage.

D NATURAL GA S PR ICE OUTLOOK. Na tural gas prices have
fallen sharply as estimates of U.S. natural gas reserves
jumped with the development of drilling technologies that
can economically recover gas from shale formations.
Longer-term price estimates have also dropped, inducing
many utilities to consider replacing aging coal units with
new gas-fired units. But in January 2012, the U.S. Energy
Information Administration (EIA) sharply revised downward
its estimates of U.S. shale gas reserves by more than 40
percent and its estimates of shale gas from the Marcellus
region by two-thirds.^® Reduced long-term supplies and
a significant commitment to natural gas for new electric
generation could obviously lead to upward pressure on
natural gas prices.

FINANCIAL liPLICATIONS
The credit quality and financial flexibility of U.S. investorowned electric utilities has declined over the past 40 years,
and especially over the last decade (Figure 5, p. 18).®® The
industry's financial position today is materially weaker than
it was during the last major "build cycle" that was led by
vertically-integrated utilities, in the 1970s and 80s. Then the
vast majority of lOUs had credit ratings of "A" or higher;
today the average credit rating has fallen to "BBS."

While it is rare for utilities to experience multiple
notch downgrades in a sho rt period of time, the
heightened event risk inherent in the approac hing
sizable capital spending cycle could cause the rating
agencies to pu rsue more aggressive rating actions.

e

This erosion of credit quality is mainly the result of intentional
decisions by regulators and utility managements, who
determined that maintaining an "A" or "AA" balance sheet
wasn't worth the additional cost.®° And while there isn't reason
to believe that most utilities' capital markets access will
become significantly constrained in the near future, the fact
remains that more than a quarter of companies in the sector
are now one notch above non-investment grade status (also
called "Non-IG," "high yield" or " junk"), and nearly half of the
companies in the sector are rated only two or three notches
above this threshold.®^ While it is rare for utilities to experience
multiple notch downgrades in a sh ort period of time, the
heightened event risk inherent in the approaching sizable
capital spending cycle could cause the rating agencies to
pursue more aggressive rating actions. Dropping below

27

Edison Electric Institute, EEI Survey of Transmission Investment Washington DC Edison Electric Institute, 2005), 3, httpZ/wwweei org/ourissues/ElectricityTransmission/Documents/Trans_Survey_Web pdf
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US Energy Information Administration, AE02012 Early Release Ovemeiv {Washington DC U S Energy Information Administration, 2012), 9, http//wwweia gov/forecasts/aeo/er/pdf/0383er(2012) pdf
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Source Standard & Poor's Ratings Service
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The difference in the interest rate

on an "A" rated utility and BBB is on average over time rarely more than 100 basis points By contrast, equity iinancing typically costs a utility at least 200 basis

points more than debt financing
31

Ccmpan'es in the sector include iOUs utility holding companies and non-reguiated affiliates
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O Figure 5

U.S. ELECTRIC lOUs CREDIT RATINGS HISTORY, 197 0 - 201
S&P Credit Ratings Distribution, U.S. Share holder-Owned Electric Utiliti es
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investment grade (or "IG") triggers a m arked rise in interest
rates for debt issuers and a marked drop in demand from
institutional investors, who are largely prohibited from investing
in junk bonds under the investment criteria set by their boards.
According to a Standard & Poor's analyst, utilities' capital
expenditure programs will invariably cause them to become
increasingly cash flow negative, pressuring company balance
sheets, financial metrics and credit ratings: "In other words,
utilities will be entering the capital markets for substantial
amounts of both debt and equity to support their infrastructure
investments as operating cash flows will not come close to
satisfying these infrastructure needs."^^ Specific utilities that
S&P has identified as particularly challenged are companies—
such as Ameren, Dominion, FirstEnergy, and PPL—that have
both regulated and merchant generation businesses and must
rely on market pricing to recover environmental capital
expenditures for their merchant fleets.^^
Appendix 1 of this report presents an overview of utility finance.

&

While the growth o f rate bas e presents an earning s
opportunity for regulated utilities and their investors,
the corresponding increase in cus tomer hills could
greatly exacerbate the political a nd regulatory risks
that threaten utilities' cost recovery.

• BB+,BB,BB-,B+,B,B-,CCC+

CUSTOMER IMPACTS
The surge in lOU capital investment will translate directly into
higher electric rates paid by consumers, increased capital
investment means higher annual depreciation expenses as
firms seek to recover their investment. Greater levels of
investment mean higher revenue requirements calculated to
yield a return on the investment. And since electric sales may
not grow much or at all during the coming two decades, it is
likely that unit prices for electricity will rise sharply.
While the growth of rate base presents an earnings opportunity
for regulated utilities and their investors, the corresponding
increase in customer bills could greatly exacerbate the political
and regulatory risks that threaten utilities' cost recovery. The
rating agency Moody's investors Service has noted that
"consumer tolerance to rising rates is a primary concern"^''
and has identified political and regulatory risks as key longerterm challenges facing the sector.^®
Further, Moody's anticipates an "inflection point" where
consumers revolt as electricity bills consume a greater share
of disposable income (Figure 6, p. 19),^® pressuring
legislators and regulators to withhold from utilities the
recovery of even prudently incurred expenses.
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Cortnght, "Testimony"
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Standard & Poor's, The Top 10 Investor Questions for U S Regulated Electric Utilities in 2012 (New York Standard & Poor's, 2012)
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Moody's Investors Service, Industiy Outlook Annual Outlook (New York Moody's Investors Service, 2011)
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Moody's Investors Service, Industiy Outlook Annual Outlook (New York Moody's Investors Service, 2010)
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Moody's, Special Comment The 2P' Century Electric Utility, 12
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' Figure 6

MOODY'S PROJECTED "INFLECTION POINT" OF CONSUMER INTOLERANCE FOR RISING ELECTRICITY BILLS
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THE IMPORTANCE OF RE6ULAT0RS
With this background, the challenge becomes clear: how to
ensure that the large level of capital Invested by utilities over
the next two decades Is deployed wisely? How to give U.S.
ratepayers, taxpayers and investors the assurance that
$2 trillion will be spent in the best manner possible? There
are two parts to the answer: effective regulators and the right
incentives for utilities.
If history Is a guide, fewer than 700 state regulators will
serve In office during the next 20 years. Each regulator will,
on average, vote to approve more than $6.5 billion of utility
capital Investment during his or her term.^^ It Is essential that
regulators understand the risks Involved In resource
selection, correct for the biases facing utility regulation and
keep in mind the impact their decisions will have on
consumers and society.

Are U.S. regulatory Institutions prepared? Consumers,
lawmakers and the financial markets are counting on It.
The authors are confident that well-informed, focused state
regulators are up to the task. But energy regulation In the
coming decades will be quite different from much of Its
history. The 2P' century regulator must be willing to look
outside the boundaries established by regulatory tradition.
Effective regulators must be informed, active, consistent,
curious and often courageous.
This report focuses on techniques to address the risk
associated with utility resource selection. It provides
regulators with some tools needed to understand, identify
and minimize the risks inherent in the Industry's Investment
challenge. In short, we hope to help regulators become more
"risk-aware."

If history is a guide, fewer than 7 00 state
regulators will serve in office during the ne xt
20 years. Each regulator will, on average, vote
to approve mor e than $6 .5 billion of utility capital
investment during his or her term .
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in 2012, the median number of years served by a state regulator was 3.7 years; see Janice A. Beecher, Ph.D., IPU Research Note: Commissioner Demographics 2012 (Easi Lansing. Mi; Michigan
State University, 2012), http;//ipu.msLi.edu/research/pdfs/IPU-Commissioner-Oemographics-20I2.pdf.
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2. CHALLENGES
TO EFFECTIVE REGULATION

o

THE CHALLENGE FOR U.S . ELECTRIC UTILITIES IS TO RAISE, SPEND AND RECOVER A HIST ORIC
AMOUNT OF CAPITAL DURING A PERIOD OF UNPR ECEDENTED UNCERTAINTY. THE CHALLENGE FOR
STATE REGULATORS I S TO DO EVERYTHING POSSIBLE TO ENSURE THAT UTILITIES' INVESTMENTS
ARE MADE WISELY. TO DO THI S EFFECTIVELY, REGULATORS WILL NEED TO BE ESPECIALLY
ATTENTIVE TO TWO ARE AS: IDENTIFYING AND ADDRESSING RISK, AND OVERCOMING REGULATORY
BIASES. THIS SECTION DISCUSSES RISK AND BIAS IN MORE DETAIL.

RISK INHERENT IN
UTILITY RESOURCE SELECTION
Risk ames when there is potential harm from an adverse
event that can occur with some degree of probability. Risk
accumulates from multiple sources. In mathematical terms:
Risk = 1/ Eventj x (Probability of Eventj)
for a sit uation in which a set of independent events will
cause a loss with some probability. In English, this means
that risk is the sum of each possible loss times the probability
of that loss, assuming the events are independent of each
other. If a financial Instrument valued at $100 million would
be worth $60 million in bankruptcy, and the probability of
bankruptcy is 2 percent, then the bankruptcy risk associated
with that instrument is said to be ($100 million - $60 million)
X 2%, or $800,000. Thus, risk Is the expected value of a
potential loss. There is an obvious tie to insurance premiums;
leaving aside transaction costs and the time value of money,
an investor would be willing to pay up to $800,000 to Insure
against the potential bankruptcy loss just described.
Higher risk tor a resource or portfolio means a larger expected
value of a potential loss. In other words, higher risk means
that more value is at s take or that the likelihood of a financial
loss is greater, or both.
Uncertaintyls similar to risk in that it describes a situation
where a deviation from the expected can occur, but it differs
in two respects. First, the probability of the unexpected event
cannot feasibly be determined with any precision. Consider
the potential of much higher costs for natural gas used as
a ge neration resource for an electric utility. Such an outcome
is certainly possible (and perhaps even likely, given the
potential for an increased rate of construction of new natural
gas generation). But the likelihood and scope of such a
change would be difficult to assess in terms of mathematical
probabilities. Second, unlike risk, uncertainty can result in
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The Historical Basis for Utility Regulation
Utilities aren't like other private sector businesses. Their
services are essential in today's world, and society expects
utilities to set up costly infrastructure networks supported
by revenue from electric rates and to serve everyone
without discrimination. Because of their special attributes,
we say that investor-owned utilities are private companies
that are "affected with the public interest." Indeed, this is
often the statutory definition of utilities in state law.
Utility infrastructure networks include very long-lived
assets. Power plants and transmission lines are designed
to last decades; some U.S. transmission facilities are
approaching 100 years old. The high cost of market entry
makes competition impractical, uneconomic or impossible
in many sectors of these markets. And because society
requires universal service, it made economic sense to
grant monopoly status to the owners of these essential
facilities and then to regulate them.
State regulatory utility commissioners began administering
a system of o versight for utilities at about the turn of the 20th
century, filling a role that had previously been accorded to
state legislatures. Regulatory commissions were tasked with
creating a stable business environment for investment while
assuring that customers would be treated "justly and
reasonably" by monopoly utilities. Then as now, consumers
wanted good utility services and didn't want to pay too
much for them. Rules for accounting were supplemented
by regulatory expectations, which were then followed by a
body of precedents associated with cost recovery.
Because the sector's complexity and risks have evolved
considerably since many regulatory precedents were
established, today's regulators are well-advised to "think
outside the box" and consider reforming past precedent
where appropriate. The last section of this report,
"Practicing Risk-Aware Regulation," contains specific
ideas and recommendations in this regard.
V

© Figure 7

1

either upside or downside changes. As we will see later,
uncertainty should be identified, modeled and treated much
like risk when considering utility resource selection. In this
report we will focus on risk and the negative aspect of
uncertainty, and we will simplify by using the term "risk" to
apply to both concepts.
The risks associated with utility resource selection are many
and varied and arise from many possible events, as shown in
Figure 7 , There are several ways to classify these risks. One
helpful distinction is made between cost-related risks and
time-related risks.
Cost risks reflect the possibility that an investment will not
cost what one expects, or that cost recovery for the
investment will differ from expectations. Construction costs
for a project can increase between regulatory approval and
project completion. Transmission projects are notorious for
this phenomenon due to unexpected obstacles in siting,
or to unexpected changes in raw material costs.
Costs can change unexpectedly at any time. For example,
a cat astrophic equipment failure or the adoption of a n ew
standard for pollution control could present unforeseen costs
that a utility may not be willing to pay to keep an asset
operating, Planned-for cost recovery can be disrupted by
changes in costs for which regulators are unwilling to burden
customers, or for other reasons. If an asset becomes
obsolete, useless or uneconomic before the end of its
predicted economic life, a regulator could find that it is no
longer "used and useful" to consumers and remove it from
the utility rate base. In these ways, decisions made by
utilities and their regulators may turn out to be much more
costly than initially expected. For this reason. It is especially
important that regulators and utilities consider a fu ll range of
options and resources at the time a major investment
decision is made.
Time risks re flect the possibility that circumstances will
change over the life of the investment and materially affect
both the cost of the investment and the degree to which it

benefits consumers. Sometimes this risk can manifest itself
even between the time a utility makes a de cision and the
time approval is sought. For example, anticipated load
growth may not materialize, so that a planned generation
resource is not needed, at least not now,
Tme risks also reflect the fact that, for some investments,
some essential condition may not occur on a schedule
necessary for the investment to be approved and
constructed. Consider the dilemma of the developer who
wishes to build a low cost wind farm in an area with weak
electric transmission. The wind project might require three
to four years to build, but the transmission capacity needed
to move the power to market may take five to seven years to
build—if the development goes relatively smoothly. Investors
may forego the wind farm due to uncertainty that the
transmission will be built, while at the same time the
transmission might not be built because, without the wind
farm, it is simply too speculative.

o

Decisions made by utilities an d their regulators
may turn out to be m uch more costly than initially
expected. For this reason , it is especially important
that regulators and utilities consider a full range
of opti ons and re sources at the time a major
investment decisio n is made.

In the power sector, investments are so long-lived that time
can be measured in generations. Generally speaking,
regulators consider it most fair if the generation of consumers
that uses an asset is the same one that pays for the asset.
Burdening customers before or after an asset is useful is
often seen as violating the "just and reasonable" standard.
The challenge to the utility, therefore, is to fit cost recovery
for an asset into the timeframe in which it is used. Otherwise,
the utility may bear the risk that regulators or consumers
push back on assuming responsibility for the cost.

(

Perspectives on Risk
Risk means different things to different stakeholders.
For example;
® For utility management, risks are a threat to the company's
financial health, its growth, even its existence; a threat to the
firm's competitiveness, to the firm's image, and to its legacy.
® For cus tomers, risk threatens household disposable
income, the profitability of businesses, the quality of
energy service, and even comfort and entertainment.
® Inv estors focus on the safety of the income, value of the
investment (stock or bond holders), or performance of the

contract (counterparties). In addition, investors value utility
investments based on their expectations of performance.
® Employ ees are uniquely connected to the utility. Their
employment, safety and welfare is directly related to their
company's ability to succeed a nd to avoid financial
catastrophes.
® Society ge nerally has expectations for utilities ranging from
providing reliable, universal service, to aiding in economic
development, to achieving satisfactory environmental and
safety performance. Risk threatens these goals.

V

ELECTRICITY MARKET
STRUCTURE AND RISK
Much has changed since non-utility power producers led the
most recent industry build cycle in the 1990s and early
2000s. To begi n with, financial reforms from Sarbanes-Oxley
legislation, other "Enron fixes," and now the Dodd-Frank Act
have substantially changed some accounting and corporate
disclosure rules. Investors now receive more detailed and
transparent information about asset value (which is "marked
to market") and possible risks in contracts with counter-parties.
These changes, which protect investors, may have the
associated effect of discouraging investments if cumulative
risks are judged to be outsized for the circumstances. This is
especially relevant for markets served by the competitive
generation system that now supplies power to about half of
U.S. consumers. It is unclear whether independent generators
have the tolerance to take on large, risky investments;
experience indicates that there is a frontier beyond which
these companies and their backers may not go.
This dynamic could raise important questions for regulators
in restructured markets, who need to be aware of the degree
to which investment options might be limited by these
concerns. In vertically-integrated markets, regulators'
concern should be not to expose utilities, customers and
investors to undue risk by approving large projects that
informed market players would not pursue in the absence
of regulatory approval.
One potentially risky but necessary area of investment is in
low carbon generation technologies. The U.S. power sector,
which has embraced generation competition, is required to
develop these technologies. Some promising technologies—
including coal-fired generation with carbon capture and
storage or sequestration (CCS), advanced nuclear power
technologies and offshore wind—have not reached a
commercial stage or become available at a co mmercial price.
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Risks requiring special attention are those associated with
investments that "bet the company" on their success.
Gigawatt-sized investments in any generation technology
may trigger this concern, as can a thousand-mile extra high
voltage transmission line. Any investment measured in
billions of dollars can be proportionately out of scale with
what a utility can endure if things go awry. Regulators should
avoid a situation where the only choices left are a utility
bankruptcy or a waiving of regulatory principles on prudence
and cost recovery in order to save the utility, placing a
necessary but unreasonable cost burden on consumers.

REBULATORS, RATINB
AGENCIES AND RISK
Investor-owned utilities sometimes attempt to get out in front of
the event risk inherent in large investment projects by seeking
pre-approval or automatic rate increase mechanisms. As
discussed later, these approaches don't actually reduce risk,
but instead shift it to consumers. This may give companies and
investors a false sense of se curity and induce them to take on
excessive risk. In the long run this could prove problematic for
investors; large projects can trigger correspondingly large rate
increases years later, when regulators may not be as invested
in the initial deal or as willing to burden consumers with the
full rate increase.
Given the influence of regulators on the operations and finances
of lOUs, ratings agencies and investors closely monitor the
interactions between utility executives and regulators.
Constructive relationships between management and regulators
are viewed as credit positive; less-than-constructive
relationships, which can result from regulators' concerns about
the competence or integrity of utility management, are seen
as a credit negative and harmful to a utility's business prospects.
Analysts define a constructive regulatory climate as one that
is likely to produce stable, predictable regulatory outcomes
over time. "Constructive," then, refers as much to the quality

of regulatory decision-making as it does to the financial
reward for the utility. Regulatory decisions that seem overly
generous to utilities could raise red flags for analysts, since
these decisions could draw fire and destabilize the regulatory
climate. Analysts may also become concerned about the
credit quality of a company if the state regulatory process
appears to become unduly politicized.
While they intend only to observe and report, ratings agencies
can exert a discipline on utility managements not unlike that
imposed more formally by regulators. For example, ratings
agencies can reveal to utility managements the range of
factors they should consider when formulating an investment

TAKEAWAYS ABOUT RISK

^

Here are three observations about risk that should
be stressed:

Since ratings reflect the issuer's perceived ability to repay
investors over time, the ratings agencies look negatively on
anything that increases event risk. The larger an undertaking
(e.g., large conventional generation investments), the larger
the fallout if an unforeseen event undermines the project.
The pressure to maintain healthy financial metrics may, in
practice, serve to limit utilities' capital expenditure programs
and thus the size of rate increase requests to regulators.

NATURAL BIASES AFFECTIN6
UTILITY REBULATION
Notwithstanding economic theory, we must admit that utilities
are not perfectly rational actors and that their regulation is not
textbook-perfect, either. Utility regulation faces several built-in
biases, which one can think of as headwinds against which
regulation must sail. For example, under traditional cost-ofservice regulation, a considerable portion of fixed costs (i.e.,
investment In rate base) is often recovered through variable
charges to consumers. In this circumstance, one would expect
utilities to have a bias toward promoting sales of the product
once rates are established—even if increasing sales might
result in increased financial, reliability, or environmental risks
and mean the inefficient use of consumer dollars.

1. RISK CANNOT BE ELIMINATED—BU T IT CAN BE
MANAGED AND MINIM IZED. Because risks are defined in
terms of probabilities, it is (by definition) probable that some risk
materializes. In utility resource selection, this means that risk will
eventually find its way into costs and then into prices for electricity.
Thus, taking on risk is inevitable, and risk will translate into
consumer or investor costs—into dollars—sooner or later. Later
in this report, we present recommendations to enable regulators
to practice their trade in a "risk-aware" manner—incorporating
the notion of risk into every decision.
2. IT IS UNLIKEL Y THAT CONSU MERS WILL BE AR THE
FULL COST O F POOR UTILITY RES OURCE INVESTMENT
DECISIONS. Put another way, it is likely that utility investors

Here are five na tural biases that effective utility regulation
must acknowledge and correct for:

(specifically shareholders) will be more exposed to losses resulting
from poor utility investments than in years past. In utility regulation,
risk is shared between investors and customers in a complex
manner. To begin, the existence of regulation and a group of
customers who depend on utility service is what makes investors
willing to lend utilities massive amounts of money (since most
customers have few if any choices and must pay for utility service).
But the actualization of a risk, a l oss, may be apportioned by
regulators to utility investors, utility consumers, or a combination
of both. The very large amount of capital investment that's being
contemplated and the resulting upward pressure on electricity rates
will make it very unappealing (or simply untenable) for regulators
to make ratepayers pay for the full cost of utility mistakes.

V

strategy, thereby influencing utility decision-making. Both
regulators and ratings agencies set long-term standards and
expectations that utilities are wise to mind; both can provide
utilities with feedback that would discourage one investment
strategy or another.

3. IGNORING RISK IS NOT A VI ABLE STRA TEGY.

H Information asymmetry. Regulators are typically
handicapped by not having the same information that
is available to the regulated companies. This becomes
especially significant for the utility planning process,
where regulators need to know the full range of potential
options for meeting electric demand in future periods. In
the same vein, regulators do not normally have adequate
information to assess market risks. These are the
considerations of CFOs and boardrooms, and not
routinely available to regulators. Finally, operating utilities
often exist in a holding company with affiliated interests.
The regulator does not have insight into the interplay of
the parent and subsidiary company—the role played by
the utility in the context of the holding company.

Regulators (and utilities) cannot avoid risk by failing to make
decisions or by relying on fate. In utility regulation, perhaps
more so than anywhere else, making no choice is itself making
a choice. Following a practice just because "it's always been
done that way," instead of making a fresh assessment of risk
and attempting to limit that risk, is asking for trouble.

S The Averch-Johnson effe ct. A se cond bias is recognized
in the economic literature as the tendency of utilities to
over-invest in capital compared to labor. This effect is
known by the name of the economists who first identified
the bias: the Averch-Johnson effect (or simply the "A-J
effect"). The short form of the A-J effect is that permitting

J
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a ra te of return on investment will have the predictable
effect of encouraging more investment than is optimal
This can manifest itself in the "build versus buy"
decisions of integrated utilities and is often cited as a
reason utilities might "gold plate" their assets This effect
can also be observed in the "invest versus conserve"
decisions that utilities face Under traditional regulatory
rules, most utilities do not naturally turn toward energy
efficiency investment, even though such investments are
usually least cost for customers
H The throughput incentive. A third bias that can be
observed with utilities is the bias for throughput—selling
more electricity. This is undoubtedly grounded in the vision
that most utilities have traditionally had for themselves
providers of electricity Importantly, the regulatory
apparatus in most states reinforces the motivation to sell
more electricity, a utility's short-run profitability and its
ability to cover fixed costs is directly related to the utility's
level of sales The price of the marginal unit of electricity
often recovers more than marginal costs, so utilities make
more if they sell more Only in recent years has the
concept of an energy services provider developed in which
the utility provides or enables energy efficiency, in addition
to providing energy

P Rent-seeking. A fourth bias often cited in the literature is
"rent seeking," where the regulated company attempts to
use the regulatory or l egislative processes as a m eans of
increasing profitability (rather than improving its own
operational efficiency or competitive position). This can
occur when firms use law or regulation to protect markets
that should be open to competition, or to impose costs
on competitors
H "Bigger-is-better" syndrome Another bias, related to the
Averch-Johnson effect, might be called the "bigger is
better" syndrome Utilities tend to be conservative
organizations that rely on past strategies and practices
Making large investments in relatively few resources had
been the rule through the 1980s and into the 1990s
Because of this history, utilities may not naturally support
smaller scale resources, distributed resources or
programmatic solutions to energy efficiency ®
Regulation can compensate for these biases by conducting
clear-headed analysis, using processes that bring forth
a m aximum of relevant information and, very importantly,
identifying the risk that these biases might introduce into
utility resource acquisition In the next section, we will take
a close look at the many risks facing generation resource
investments, which involve some of the most important and
complex decisions that regulators and utilities make.

To be fair smaller scale esources can add transact on and labor expenses for which the utility would not earn a return under tradiiional cost or service '•egulation which helps to explain limited utility
interest in these options
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3. COSTS AND RISKS
OF NEW 6ENERATI0N RESOURCES
THE CAPITAL INVESTED BY U.S. ELECTRIC U TILITIES TO BUILD A SMART ER, CLEANER, MORE
RESILIENT ELECTRICITY SYSTEM OVER THE N EXT TWO DECADES WILL GO TOWARDS UTI LITIES'
GENERATION, TRANSMISSION AND DISTRIBUTION SYSTEMS,

In this section we'll take an in-depth look at costs and risks
of new generation resources, for several reasons:
H Generation investment will be the largest share of utility
spending in the current build cycle; this is where the
largest amount of consumer and Investor dollars will
be at stake.
H Today's decisions about generation investment can shape
tomorrow's decisions about transmission and distribution
investment (by reducing or increasing the need for such
investment).
H Technology breakthroughs—in energy storage, grid
management, soiar PV, an d elsewhere—could radically
transform our need for base load power within the useful
lives of power plants being built today.
H Generation resources are among utilities' most visible and
controversial investments and can be a lightning rod for
protest and media attention, intensifying scrutiny on
regulatory and corporate decision-makers.
F4 The industry's familiarity with traditional generating
resources (e.g., large centralized fossil and nuclear
plants) and relative lack of familiarity with newer
alternatives (e.g., demand-side resources such as energy
efficiency and demand response, or smaller, modular
generating resources like combined heat and power)
could lead regulators and utilities to underestimate risks
associated with traditional resources and overestimate
risks of newer resources.
M Finally, investment decisions about generation resources
(especially nuclear power) during the last major build
cycle that was led by vertically-integrated utilities, in the
1970s and 80s, destroyed tens of billions of dollars of
consumer and shareholder wealth.

While this discussion is most directly applicable to regulators
(and other parties) in vertically-integrated states where electric
utilities build and own generation, it also has implications for
regulators (and other parties) in restructured states. For
example, regulators in some restructured states (e.g.,
Massachusetts) are beginning to allow transmission and
distribution (T&D) utilities to own generation again, specifically
small-scale renewable generation to comprise a certain
percentage of a l arger renewable portfolio standard. Further,
enhanced appreciation of the risks embedded in T&D utilities'
supply portfolios could Induce regulators to require utilities to
employ best practices with regard to portfolio management,
thereby reducing the risks and costs of providing electricity
service.® Finally, regulators in all states can direct electric
utilities to invest in cost-effective demand-side resources,
which, as the following discussion makes clear, are utilities'
lowest-cost and lowest-risk resources.

PASTAS PROLOGUE: FINANCIAL
DISASTERS FROM THE 1980s
The last time regulated U.S. utilities played a central role in
building significant new generating capacity additions as part
of a major industry-wide build cycle was during the 1970s and
SOs."® At th e time the industry's overwhelming focus was on
nuclear power, with the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRG)
licensing construction of more than 200 nuclear power plants.
The difficulties the industry experienced were numerous
and well-known: more than 100 nuclear plants abandoned
in various stages of development;"! cost overruns so high
that the average plant cost three times initial estimates;"^! and
total "above-market" costs to society—ratepayers, taxpayers
and shareholders—estimated at more than $200 billion."^

For these and other reasons, a comprehensive look at risks
and costs of today's generation resources is in order.
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' Figu re 8

U.S. UTILITY GENERATION INVESTMENT DISALLOWE
BY REGULATORS, 1981-1991
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While the vast majority of these losses were borne by
ratepayers and taxpayers, utility shareholders were not
immune. Between 1981 and 1991, U.S. regulators
disallowed about $19 billion of Investment in power plants by
regulated utilities (Figure 8).'"^ During this time, the industry
invested approximately $288 billion, so that the
disallowances equated to about 6.6 percent of total
investment. The majority of the disallowances were related to
nuclear plant construction, and most could be traced to a
finding by regulators that utility management was to blame.
To put this in perspective for the current build cycle,
consider Figure 9. For illustrative purposes, it shows what
disallowances of 6.6 percent of lOU investment would look
like for shareholders in the current build cycle, using
Brattle's investment projections for the 2010-2030 timeframe
referenced earlier. The table also shows what shareholder
losses would be if regulators were to disallow investment a) at
half the rate of disallowances of the 1981-91 period; and b)
at twice the rate of that period.

Obviously, the average disallowance ratio from the 1980s
doesn't tell the full story. A few companies bore the brunt of
the regulatory action. One of the largest disallowances was for
New York's Nine Mile Point 2 nuclear plant, where the
$2 billion-plus disallowance was estimated to be 34 percent of
the project's original capital cost."® When Niagara Mohawk, the
lead utility partner in the project, wrote down its investment in
the project by $890 million, Standard & Poor's lowered the
company's credit rating by two notches, from A- to BBB. Thus
the risk inherent in building the Nine Mile Point 2 plant was
visited on investors, who experienced a loss of value of at least
$890 million, and consumers, who faced potentially higher
interest rates going forward. A major theme of this paper is
how consumer and investor interests are intertwined, and how
both are served by strategies that limit risk.
Another large disallowance was levied on Pacific Gas and
Electric for the Diablo Canyon nuclear station in California. The
disallowance took the form of a " performance plan" that set
consumers' price for power at a level th at was independent of
the plant's actual cost. In its 1988 decision, the California
Public Utilities Commission approved a settlement whereby
PG&E would collect $2 billion less, calculated on a net present
value basis, than It had spent to build the plant. The CPUC's
decision to approve the disallowance was controversial, and
some felt it didn't go far enough. The California Division of
Ratepayer Advocate (DRA) calculated PG&E's actual
"imprudence" to be $4.4 billion (about 75 percent of the
plant's final cost), and concluded that customers ultimately
paid $2.4 billion more than was prudent for the plant—even
after the $2 billion disallowance."'

A major theme of this pa per Is how cons umer
and inves tor interest s are intertwined, and how bo th
are served by strate gies that limit risk.

' Fig ure 9
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These two large disallowances could be joined by many other
examples where unrecognized risk "came home to roost."
Consider the destruction of shareholder equity that occurred
when Public Service of New Hampshire (PSNH) declared
bankruptcy In 1988 because of the burden of its investment
in the Seabrook Nuclear Unit, or the enormous debt burden
placed on ratepayers by the failure of New York's largest utility.
Long Island Lighting Company (LILCO), or the 1983 multibiiiion dollar municipal bond default by the Washington Public
Power Supply System (WPPSS) w hen it abandoned attempts
to construct five nuclear units in southeast Washington.

Lyon and Mayo, Regulatory opportunism, 632
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All of t hese financial disasters share four important traits:
•

a weak planning process;

®

the attempted development of large, capital-intensive
central generation resources;

•

utility management's rigid commitment to a preferred
investment course; and

•

regulators' unwillingness to burden consumers with costs
judged retrospectively to be imprudent.

We do n ot propose to assess blame twenty-five years later,
but we do question whether the regulatory process correctly
interpreted the risk involved in the construction of these
plants—whether, with all risks accounted for, these plants
should actually have been part of a "least cost" portfolio for
these utilities. The lesson is clear: both investors and
customers would have been much better served if the
regulators had practiced "risk-aware" regulation.
Finally, while the financial calamities mentioned here rank
among the industry's worst, the potential for negative
consequences is probably higher today. Since the 1980s,
electric demand has grown significantly while the
environmental risks associated with utility operations, the costs
of developing new generation resources, and the pace of
technology development have all increased substantially. And,
as noted earlier, electric utilities have entered the current build
cycle with lower financial ratings than they had in the 1980s.

I
CHARACTERISTICS OF
GENERATION RESOURCES
A utility's generation portfolio typically consists of a variety of
resources that vary in their costs and operating characteristics.
Some plants have high capital costs but lower fuel costs (e.g.,
coal and nuclear) or no fuel costs (e.g., hydro, wind, solar PV).
Other plants have lower capital costs but relatively high fuel
and operating costs (e.g., natural gas combined cycle). Some
plants are designed to operate continuously In "base load"
mode, while others are designed to run relatively few hours
each year, ramping up and down quickly.
Some resources (Including demand response) offer firm
capacity in the sense that they are able to be called upon,
or "dispatchable," in real time, while other resources are
not dispatchable or under the control of the utility or system
operator (e.g., some hydro, wind, solar PV).
Generation resources also vary widely In their design lives and
exposure to climate regulations, among other differences.
None of these characteristics perse makes a resource more or
less useful in a utility's resource "stack." Some utility systems
operate with a large percentage of generation provided by
base load plants. Other systems employ a large amount of
non-dispatchable generation like wind energy, combined with
flexible gas or hydro generation to supply capacity. What's
important Is how the resources combine in a po rtfolio.
For example. In 2008 the Colorado Public Utilities Commission
determined that an optimum portfolio for Xcel Energy would
Include a large amount of wind production, mixed in with
natural gas generation and older base load coal plants. Xcel
has learned how to manage its system to accommodate large
amounts of wind production even though wind is not a "firm"
resource. In October 2011, Xcel Energy set a world record for
wind energy deployment by an integrated utility: in a one-hour
period, wind power provided 55.6 percent of the energy
delivered on the Xcel Colorado system.''^
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Figure 10

LEVELIZED COST OF ELECTRICITY FOR VARIOUS GENERATION TECHNOLOGIES IN 2015 (2010!
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DEOfPHERINOTHE LEVELIZED
COST OF ELECTRICITY
Despite the differences between generation resources, it's
possible to summarize and compare their respective costs
in a single numerical measure. This quantity, called the
"levelized cost of electricity," or "LCOE," Indicates the cost
per megawatt-hour for electricity over the life of the plant.
LCOE encompasses all expected costs over the life of the
plant, Including costs for capital, operations and
maintenance (O&M) and fuel.
Three of the most commonly cited sources of LCOE data for
new U.S. generation resources are the Energy Information
Administration (EIA); the California Energy Commission
(CEC); and the International advisory and asset management
firm hazard. In a recent publication, the Union of Concerned
Scientists (UCS) combined the largely consensus LCOE
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estimates from these three sources to produce a gr aphic
illustrating LCOE for a range of resources (Figure 10).''® The
data Is expressed In dollars per megawatt-hour, in 2010
dollars, for resources assumed to be online in 2015.
The UCS chart allows a visual comparison of the relative LCOEs
among the selected group of resources. The width of the bars in
the chart reflects the uncertainty in the cost of each resource,
including the variation in LCOE that can result in different
regions of the U.S. The UCS report also shows the resources'
relative exposure to future carbon costs—not surprisingly,
coal-based generation would be most heavily affected—as
well as their dependence on federal Investment incentives.®®
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Freese et al, 4 Risky Proposition, 41
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The UCS report estimated incentives by including tax credits for a w ide range of technologies and both tax credits and loan guarantees for new nuclear plants Tax credits currently available for wind
and biomass were assumed to be extended to 2015 for illustrative purposes
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O Figure 11

We'll use these LCOE estimates to illustrate the combined
attributes of cost and risk for new generation resources To do
this, we'll take the midpoint of the cost ranges (including a
medium estimate for costs associated with carbon controls)
for each technology and create an indicative ranking of these
resources by highest to lowest LCOE (Figure 11)
For consistency, we use UCS's data compilation, which is based
on 2010 cost estimates, without modification But the actual
cost of nuclear power in 2015 is likely to be sharply higher than
this estimate following the Fukushima nuclear accident and
recent experience with new nuclear projects For wind and
photovoltaic power, the actual costs in 2015 are likely to be
lower than the estimate due to recent sharp cost declines and
the 2011 market prices for these resources
Several observations are in order about this ranking First, some
of the technologies show a very wide range of costs, notably
geothermal, large solar PV and solar thermal The breadth of the
range represents, in part, the variation in performance of the
technology in various regions of the country In other words, the
underlying cost estimates incorporate geographically varying
geothermal and solar energy levels
Second, the estimates used in this ranking are sensitive to
many assumptions, the use of the midpoint to represent a
technology in this ranking may suggest greater precision than
is warranted For this reason, the ranking shown in Figure 11
should be considered an indicative ranking Two resources
that are adjacent in the ranking might switch places under
modest changes in the assumptions That said, the ranking
IS u seful for visualizing the relative magnitude of costs
associated with various technologies and how those are
projected to compare in the next few years
Finally, the LCOE ranking tells only part of the story The
mam point of this paper is that the price for any resource
does not take into account the relative risk of acquiring it In
the next section we will examine these same technologies
and estimate the composite risk to consumers, the utility and
its investors for each technology

RELATIVE COST RANKING OF
NEW GENERATION RESOURCES
HIGHEST LEVELIZED C OST
OF E LECTRICITY (2010)

Coal
Muclear*

I
'

Coal IGCC-CCSw/jncentives
Coal IGCC w/incentms
Large Solar PV »/incentives*
Pulverized Coal
Nuclear w/incentives*
Biomass
Geothermal
Biomass w/ incentives
Natural Gas CC-OCS
iGeotheTmilw/iacepvss

LOWEST LEVELIZED COST
OF ELECTRICITY (2010)
' Cost ranking based on 2010 data
Does not reflect recent cost increases
for nuclear or cost decreases for solar
PV and wind

O

The main point of t his paper is that the price for
any resource does not take into account the relative
risk of acquiring it.

Fo examp e in November 2011 the Colofado Pdbiic Utilities Comm ssion aDproved a 25 year power purchase agreement between Xcei Energy and NextEra for A-ind generation in Colorado
The contract price is $27 50 per MWh in the first year and escalates at 2 percent per year The ie/e ized cost of the contract over 25 years is $34 75 less than the assumed bwest price for onshore
wind with incentives in 2015 in Figure 10 For details see Co orado PUG Decision No Oil 1291 available at http//w^yvwcoioradogov/dora/cse googie static/'q=Cll 1291&cof=FORIDA10&ie=UTF
8&sa=Search For more on wind power cost reductions see Ryan Wiser et al

Recent Developments in the Levelized Cost of Energy from U S Wind Power Projects {presentation materials funded

by the Wind and Water Power Program of tf e U S Department of E nergy February 2012) http //eetd lb! gov/ea/ems/reports/wind energy costs 2 2012 pdf For information on recent PV cost
reductons see Solar Energy Industries Association (SEIA) US Solar Market Insight Report 2011 YearinReview Executive Summary Wash n^on DC Solar Energy Industries Assoc ation 2012)
10 11 http//www seia org/cs/research/solannsight
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RELATIVE RISK OF
NEW GENERATION RESOURCES

Intermittency vs. Risk
Certain resources, like wind, solar, and some hydropower
facilities, are termed "intermittent" or "variable" resources.
This means that while the power produced by them can
be well characterized over the long run and successfully
predicted in the short run, it cannot be precisely scheduled
or dispatched. For that reason, variable resources are
assigned a relatively lo w "capacity value" compared to base
load power plants. The operating characteristics of any
resource affect how it is integrated into a generation
portfolio, and how its output is balanced by other resources.

In Figure 7 on p. 21, we identified many of the time-related
and cost-related risks that attach to a decision to choose a
utility resource. We will now examine various generation
resource choices in light of these risks, grouping those
examples of risk into seven categories:
H Construction Cost Risk: includes unplanned cost
increases, delays and imprudent utility actions
H Fuel and Operating Cost Risk: includes fuel cost and
availability, as well as O&M cost risks

This characteristic, intermittency, should not be confused
with the concept of risk. Recall that risk is the expected
value of a lo ss. In this case, the "loss" would be that the
plant does not perform as expected—^that it does not fulfill
its role in a generation portfolio. For wind or solar resources,
intermittency is expected and is accommodated in the
portfolio design. Thus, while individual wind towers might be
highly intermittent, and a collection of towers in a wind farm
less so, a wind farm can also be termed highly reliable and
present low risk because it will likely operate as predicted.

B New Regulation Risk: includes air and water quality
rules, waste disposal, land use, and zoning
H Carbon Price Risk: includes state or federal limits on
greenhouse gas emissions
H Water Constraint Risk: includes the availability and cost
of cooling and process water
H Capital Shock Risk: includes availability and cost of
capital, and risk to firm due to project size
B Planning Risk: includes risk of inaccurate load forecasts,
competitive pressure

V

These risks are discussed in detail below.

technologies (e.g., blomass) and resources with familiar
construction regimes (e.g., gas and coal thermal plants).

J

CONSTRUCTION COST RISK
Construction cost risk is the risk that the cost to develop,
finance and construct a generation resource will exceed
initial estimates. This risk depends on several factors,
including the size of the project, the complexity of the
technology, and the experience with developing and building
such projects. The riskiest generation resources in this
regard are technologies still in development, such as
advanced nuclear and fossil-fired plants with carbon capture
and storage. Construction cost risk is especially relevant for
nuclear plants due to their very large size and long lead
times. (Recall that a large percentage of the disallowed
investment during the 1980s was for nuclear plants.)
Transmission line projects are also subject to cost overruns,
as are other large generation facilities. For example, Duke
Energy's Edwardsport coal gasification power plant in Indiana
has experienced billion-dollar cost overruns that have raised
the installed cost to $5,593 per kilowatt, up from an original
estimate of $3,364 per kilowatt.®
The lowest construction cost risk attaches to energy efficiency
and to renewable technologies with known cost histories. In
the middle will be technologies that are variations on known

FUEL A ND OPERATING COST RISK
Fossil-fueled and nuclear generation is assigned "medium
risk" for the potential upward trend of costs and the volatility
familiar to natural gas supply.® Efficiency and renewable
generation have no "fuel" risk. Biomass is assigned "medium"
In this risk category because of a d egree of uncertainty about
the cost and environmental assessment of that fuel. Plants
with higher labor components (e.g., nuclear, coal) have
higher exposure to inflationary impacts on labor costs.
Analysts are split on the question of the future price of
natural gas. The large reserves in shale formations and the
ability to tap those resources economically through new
applications of technology suggest that the price of natural
gas may remain relatively low for the future and that the
traditional volatility of natural gas prices will dampen. On the
other hand, there remains substantial uncertainty about the
quantity of economically recoverable shale gas reserves and
controversy about the industrial processes used to develop
these unconventional resources.
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John Russell, "Duke CEO about plant: 'Yes, it's expensive/" The Indianapolis Star, October 27. 2011, http://www.indystar.eom/article/201il027/NEWS14/110270360/star-watch-duke-energy-
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Research conducted by the late economist Shimon Awerbuch demonstrated that adding renewable resources to traditional fossil portfolios lowers portfolio risk by hedging fuel cost variability; see

Edwardsport-iurc.

Awerbuch, "How Wind and Other Renewables Really Affect Generating CostS' A P ortfolio Risk Approach" {presentation at the European Forum for Renewable Energy Resources, Edinburgh, UK,
October 7, 2005), http://www.eufores,Grg/uploads/media/Awerbuoh-edinburgh_risk-portoflios-security-distver-Oct-20051,pdf. For a discussion of u sing renewable energy to reduce fuel price risk and
environmental compliance in utility portfolios, see Mark Boiinger and Ryan Wiser, Balancing Cost and Risk: The Treatment of Renewable Energy in Western Utility Resource P/ans (Berkeley, OA:
Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory, 2005), http://eetd lbl.gov/ea/ems/reports/58450.pdf.
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There is also significant debate at the moment about the
future price of coal. Some sources of l ow-sulfur coal are
being depleted, raising the specter of higher production costs.
Further, U.S. exports to China and other countries suggest
upward pressure on this traditionally stable-priced fuel.
In this report we have steered a middle course on natural gas
and coal prices, assuming that the risk of future surprises in
natural gas and coal availability and price to be "medium." This
is consistent with the price projection for these two generation
fuels used by the Energy Information Administration in its
current long-term energy forecast. In its most recent estimate,
EIA assumes a rea l annual price escalation between 2010
and 2035 of about 1.3 percent for coal at the mine mouth and
1.8 percent for natural gas at the wellhead.®"
Finally, operating cost risk includes the potential for
catastrophic failure of a resource. This is especially significant
for systems that could be taken down by a single point of
failure. Contrast the impact of the failure of a turbine at a large
steam plant as compared to the failure of a single turbine
at a 100-turbine wind farm. The first failure causes the
unavailability of 100 percent of capacity; the second failure
causes a 1 percent reduction in capacity availability. Even if
the probabilities of the failures are widely different, the size of
the loss (risk) has cost implications for the reserve capacity
(insurance) that must be carried on the large plant. Small
outages are much easier to accommodate than large ones.®®

ntermittency should not be confused with the
concept of risk ... For wind or solar resources ,
intermittency is expected and is accomm odated
in the portfolio design .

Modularity and unit size are also relevant to demand-side
resources that are, by their nature, diverse. Designing good
energy efficiency programs involves scrutinizing individual
measures for the potential that they may not deliver the
expected level of energy savings over time. This estimate can
be factored into expectations for overall program performance
so that the resource performs as expected. Since it would be
extremely unlikely for individual measure failures to produce
a catastrophic loss of the resource, diverse demand-side
resources are, on this measure, less nsky than large
generation-side resources.

NEW REGULATION RISK
Nuclear generation is famously affected by accidents and the
resulting changes in regulations. The recent accident at
Fukushima in Japan illustrates how even a seemingly settled
technology—in this case, GE boiling water reactors—can
receive increased regulatory scrutiny. Further, the future of
nuclear waste disposal remains unclear, even though the
current fleet of reactors is buffered by reserves that are
designed to cover this contingency. For these reasons, we
consider nuclear power to face a high risk of future regulations.
Carbon sequestration and storage (CCS) appears to be
subject to similar elevated risks regarding liability. The
ownership and responsibility for long-term maintenance and
monitoring for carbon storage sites will remain an unknown
risk factor in coal and gas generation proposed with CCS.
Other thermal generation (e.g., biomass and geothermal) are
also given a "medium" probability due to potential air regulations
and land use regulations. Finally, as noted above, the price of
natural gas, especially shale gas produced using 'Tracking"
techniques, is at risk of future environmental regulation.
CARBON PRICE RISK
Fossil generation without CCS has a high risk of being
affected by future carbon emission limits. Although there is
no political agreement on the policy mechanism to place a
cost on carbon (i.e., tax or cap), the authors expect that the
scientific evidence of climate change will eventually compel
concerted federal action and that greenhouse gas emissions
will be costly for fossil-fueled generation. Energy efficiency,
renewable and nuclear resources have no exposure to
carbon risk, at least with respect to emissions at the plant.®®
A more complex story appears when we consider the
emissions related to the full life-cycle of generation
technologies and their fuel cycles. For example, nuclear
fuel production is an energy-intensive and carbon-intensive
process on its own. As the cost of emitting carbon rises,
we should expect the cost of nuclear fuel to rise.
Similar comments could apply to renewable facilities that
require raw materials and fabrication that will, at least in the
near-term, involve carbon-emitting production processes.
However, these effects are second-order and much smaller
than the carbon impact of p rimary generation fuels or motive
power (e.g., coal, gas, wind, sun, nuclear reactions). The
exposure of biomass to carbon constraints will depend on
the eventual interpretation of carbon offsets and life-cycle
analyses. For that reason, biomass and co-firing with
biomass is assigned a non-zero risk of "low."
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US Energy Information Administration AE02012 Early Release Overview 12-13
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This discussion refers to the availability factor of a resource, the capacity factor oi a resource is a different issue with implications for generation system design and operation
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For a discussion of hem iarger amounts of energy efficiency m a utility portfolio can '•educe risk associated with carbon regulation, see Ryan V^iser Amol Phadke and Charles Goldman, Pursuing
Energy Efficiency as a Hedge against Carbon Regulatory Risks Current Resource Planning Practices in tne l^esf Paper 20 (Washington DC U S Department of Energy Publications, 2008),
http //digitalcommons unl edu/usdGepub/20
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WATER CONSTRAINT RISK

"Retire or Retrofit" Decisions for Coal-Fired Plants
In this report, we've stressed how risk-aware re gulation
can improve the outcomes of utility selection of new
resources. But many regulators will be focusing on
existing power plants during the next few years. A key
question facing the industry is whether to close coal plants
in the face of new and future EPA regulations, or spen d
money on control systems to clean up some of the plant
emissions and keep them running.
States and utilities are just coming to grips with these sorts
of decisions. In 2010, Colorado implemented the new
Clean Air Clean Jobs Act, under which the Colorado PUG
examined Xcei Energy's entire coal fleet. The Colorado
Commission entered a single decision addressing the fate
often coal units. Some were closed, some were ret rofitted
with pollution controls, and others were converted to burn
natural gas. Elsewhere, Progress Energy Carolinas moved
decisively to address the same issue with eleven coal units
in North Carolina.
We expect that three types of coal plants will emerge in
these analyses; plants that should obviously be closed;
newer coal plants that should be retrofitted and continue
to run; and "plants in the middle." Decisions about these
plants in the middle will require regulators to assess the
risk of f uture fuel prices, customer growth, environmental
regulations, capita! and variable costs for replacement
capacity, etc. In short, state commissions will be asked to
assess the risks of various paths forward for the plants for
which the economics are subject to debate.
The tools we describe in this report for new resources
apply equally well to these situations. Regulators should
treat this much like an IRP proceeding (see "Utilizing
Robust Planning Processes" on p. 40). Utilities should be
required to present multiple different scenarios for their
disposition of coal plants. The cost and risk of each
scenario should be tested using sensitivities for fuel costs,
environmental requirements, cost of capital, and so forth.
At the end, regulators should enter a decision th at
addresses all of the relevant risks.

Electric power generation—specifically the cooling of power
plants—consumes about 40 percent of all U.S. freshwater
withdrawals.®' The availability and cost of water required for
electricity generation will vary with geography but attaches to
all of the thermal resources.®® The re cent promulgation by
the EPA of the "once-through" cooling rule illustrates the
impact that federal regulation can have on thermal facilities;
one estimate predicts that more than 400 generating plants
providing 27 percent of the nation's generating capacity may
need to install costly cooling towers to minimize impacts on
water resources.®® One p otential approach, especially for
solar thermal, is the use of air-cooling, which significantly
lowers water use at a moderate cost to efficiency. Non
thermal generation and energy efficiency have no exposure
to this category of risk.
Water emerged as a significant issue for the U.S. electric
power sector in 2011. A su rvey of more than 700 U.S. utility
leaders by Black & Veatch indicated "water management was
rated as the business issue that could have the greatest
impact on the utility industry."®® Texas suffered from record
drought in 2011 at the same time that it experienced all-time
highs in electricity demand. Figure 12 depicts widespread
"exceptional drought" conditions in Texas on A ugust 2, 2011,®'
the day before the Electric Reliability Council of Texas (ERCOT)
experienced record-breaking peak demand. ERCOT managed
to avoid rolling blackouts but warned that continued drought
and lack of sufficient cooling water could lead to generation
outages totaling "several thousand megawatts."®®
© Figure 12

DROUGHT CONDITIONS IN TEXAS. AUGUST 2.

DO Abnormally Dry
i; D1Drought - Moderate
H D2 Drought - Severe
• D3 Drought - Extreme
• D4 Drought - Exceptional

http://drought.unl.edu/dm
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J.F. Kenny etal,, "Estimated use of water in the United States in 2005," U.S Geological Survey Circular 1344 {Reston, VA: U S, Geoiogicai Survey, 2009), httpV/pubs.usgs gov/circ/1344/pdf/cl344,pdf,
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For a discussion of freshwater use by U.S. power plants, see Kristen Averyt et al., Freshwater Use by U.S. Power Plants (Cambridge, MA. Union of Concerned Scientists, 2011),
http://www.ucsusa org/assets/documents/c!ean_energy/ew3/ew3-freshwater-use-by-us-power-p[ants.paf,
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Bernstein Research, U.S. Utilities: Coal-Fired Generation is Squeezed in the Vice of EPA Regulation; Who Wins and Who Loses? {New York: Bernstein Research, 2010), 69.
"U.S, Utiiity Survey Respondents Beiieve Energy Prices Wiil Rise Significantiy, Place Emphasis on Growing Nexus of Water and Energy Challenge," Black & Veatch press release, June 13, 2011,
http://www.bv.com/wcm/press_release/06132011_94i7.aspx.
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National Drought Mitigation Cenier, "U.S, Drought Monitor' Texas," August 2, 2011, http;//droughimonitor.unl edu/archive/20110802/pdfs/TX_dm_110802.pdf
Samantha Bryant, "ERCOT examines grid management during high heat, drought conditions," Community Impact Newspaper, October 14, 2011, http-//impactnews,com/articles/ercot-examinesgrid-management-during-high-heat,-drought-conditions
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Generation projects with a high ratio of fixed costs and long
construction lead times are most susceptible to planning risk.
This means that the exposure of b ase load plants is higher
than peaking units, and larger capacity units have more
exposure than smaller plants.
In addition to macroeconomic factors like recessions, the
electric industry of the early 2P' century poses four
important unknown factors affecting energy planning. These
are 1) the rate of adoption of electric vehicles; 2) the pace of
energy efficiency and demand response deployment; 3) the
rate of growth of customer-owned distributed generation; and
4) progress toward energy storage. These four unknowns
affect various resources in different ways.
In addition to drought, water rights could be an issue for
electricity generators in Texas (and elsewhere).®^ The North
American Electric Reliability Corporation (NERO) points out
that in an extreme scenario, up to 9,000 MW of Texas'
generation capacity—over 10 percent of ERGOT'S tota l
installed capacity—could be at risk of curtailment if
generators' water rights were recalled.®"
CAPITAL SHOCK RISK
This risk is generally proportional to the size of the capital
outlay and the time required for construction of a generating
unit. Simply put, the larger the capital outlay and the longer
that cost recovery is uncertain, the higher the risk to
investors. In this regard, nuclear installations and large new
coal facilities with CCS face the highest risk. Smaller, more
modular additions to capacity and especially resources that
are typically acquired through purchase power agreements
record less risk. Finally, distributed solar generation,
modifications to enable biomass co-firing and efficiency
are accorded low exposure to the risk of capital shock.
PLANNING RISK
This risk relates to the possibility that the underlying
assumptions justifying the choice of a resource may change,
sometimes even before the resource is deployed. This can
occur, for example, when electric demand growth is weaker
than forecast, which can result in a portion of the capacity of
the new resource being excess. In January 2012, lower-thananticipated electricity demand, combined with unexpectedly
low natural gas prices, led Minnesota-based wholesale
cooperative Great River Energy to mothball its brand-new,
$437 million Spiritwood coal-fired power plant immediately
upon the plant's completion. The utility will pay an estimated
$30 million next year in maintenance and debt service for
the idled plant.®®
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Electric vehicles could increase peak demand if customers
routinely charge their cars after work, during the remaining
hours of the afternoon electrical peak. On the other hand, if
electric vehicle use is coupled with time-of-use pricing, this
new load has the opportunity to provide relatively desirable
nighttime energy loads, making wind generation and nuclear
generation and underutilized fossil generation more valuable
in many parts of the country.
Energy efficiency (EE) and demand response (DR) affect
both electricity (kilowatt-hours) and demand (kilowatts).
EE and DR programs differ in relatively how much electricity
or d emand they conserve. Depending on portfolio design,
EE and DR ma y improve or worsen utility load factors, shifting
toward more peaking resources and away from base load
plants. Changing customer habits and new "behavioral" EE
efforts add to the difficulty in forecasting demand over time.
Distributed generation, especially small solar installation,
is expanding rapidly, spurred by new financing models that
have lowered the capital outlay from consumers. In addition,
we may expect commercial and industrial customers to
continue to pursue combined heat and power applications,
especially if retail electricity rates continue to rise. Both of
these trends will have hard-to-predict impacts on aggregate
utility demand and the relative value of different generation
resources, but also impacts on primary and secondary
distribution investment.
Finally, electric storage at reasonable prices would be
a pro verbial game-changer, increasing the relative value
of intermittent resources such as wind and solar. M icrogrids
with local generation would also be boosted by low-cost
battery storage.

For a d iscussion of how water scarcity could impact municipal water and electric utilities and their bondholders, see Sharlene Leung, The Ripple Effect Water Risk in the Municipal Bond Market
(Boston, MA Ceres, 2010), http //www ceres org/re5ources/reports/water-bonds/at„download/file For a framework for managing corporate water risk, see Brooke Barton et al, The Ceres Aqua
Gauge A F ramework for 2V' Century Water Risk Management (Boston, MA Ceres, 2011), http//www ceres org/resources/reports/aqua-gauge/at_download/file
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North American Electric Reiiabiiity Corporation, Winter Reliability Assessment 2011/2012 (Atlanta, GA North American Electric Reliability Corporation, 2011), 29,
http //wwwnerc com/files/2GllWA_Report_FINAL pdf
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David Shaffer, "Brand new power plant is idled by economy," Minneapolis StarTnbune, January 9, 2012, http //wwwstartribune com/business/134647533 html
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RELATIVE RISK EXPOSURE OF NEW GENERATION RESOURCES
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ESTABLISHINe COMPOSITE RISK
In line with the foregoing discussion, the table in Figure 13
summarizes the degree of exposure of various generation
technologies to these seven categories of risk. The
technologies listed are taken from UCS's LCOE ranking in
Figure 10 on p. 28, plus three more: natural gas combined
cycle with CCS, biomass co-firing and distributed solar PV
generation. The chart estimates the degree of risk for each
resource across seven major categories of risk, with
estimates ranging from "None" to "Very High."
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Three comments are in order. First, these assignments of
relative risk were made by the authors, and while they are
informed they are also subjective. As we d iscuss later,
regulators should conduct their own robust examination of
the relative costs and risks including those that are unique to
their jurisdiction. Second, the assessment of risk for each
resource is intended to be relative to each other, and not
absolute in a quantitative sense. Third, while there are likely
some correlations between these risk categories—resources
with low fuel risk will have low carbon price exposure, for
example—other variables exhibit substantial independence.

© Figure 14
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The risk ranking show s a clear difference between
renewable resources and non-renewable resou rces.
Nuclear generation mov es from th e middle of th e
cost ranking to the top of the risk ranking. Nota bly,
energy efficiency ranks lowest in both cos t and risk.

To derive a ra nking of these resources with respect to risk,
we assigned numeric values to the estimated degrees of risk
(None=0, Very High=4) and totaled the rating for each
resource The scores were then renormalized so that the score
of the highest risk resource is 100 and the others are adjusted
accordingly The composite relative risk ranking that emerges
IS shown in Figure 14, which, for ease of comparison, we
present alongside the relative cost ranking from Figure 11
The risk ranking differs from the cost ranking in several
important ways First, the risk ranking shows a cle ar
difference between renewable resources and non-renewable
resources Second, nuclear generation moves from the
middle of the cost ranking to the top of the risk ranking
Notably, energy efficiency ranks lowest in both cost and risk
To illustrate how resources stack up against each other in more
general terms, and for simplicity of viewing. Figure 1 5 presents
those same rankings without information about incentives
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O Figure 16

To test the robustness of the composite risk ranking, we
also examined two rankings where the scores were weighted.
In one case, the environmental factors were given double
weight; in the other, the cost factors were given double
weight. As before, the scores were renormaiized so that the
highest-scoring resource Is set to 100. The results of the
unweighted ranking, together with the two weighted rankings,
are shown in Figure 16. By inspection, one can see that the
rank order changes very iittle across the three methods, so
that the risk ranking in Figure 14 appears to be relatively
robust. Once again, we emphasize that these figures are
intended to show the relative risk among the resources,
not to be absolute measures of risk.®®
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Resource

!!i|iosite
Score

Environmental
Weighted
Weight
Scar
Score

Biomass

79

79

72

Biomass w/ incentives

74

76

65

Biomass Co-firing

53

57

44

CoallGCC

84

83

79

Coal IGGG w/incentives

79

79

72

GoallGGG-CGS

89

84

87

Goal IGGG-CGS w/ incentives

84

81

80

Efficiency

16

14

16

Geotiiermal

58

59

52

Geothermal w/ incentives

53

55

46

Large Solar PV

26

22

28

Large Solar PV w/ incentives

21

19

21

Natural Gas GG

79

76

75

Natural Gas GG-GGS

84

79

82

Nuclear

100

91

100

Nuclear w/ incentives

89

83

89

Onshore Wind

21

19

21

Onshore Wind w/ Incentives

16

16

15

Pulverized Coal

95

100

82

Solar - Distributed

21

19

21

Solar Thermal

53

52

49

Solar Thermal w/ incentives

47

48

43

Dr. Mark Cooper, a iongiime utility sector analyst and supporter of consumer interests, recently arrived at similar conclusions about comfxisite risk, see Cooper, Least-Cost Planning For 21^ Century
Electricity Supply {So Royalton, VT Vermont Law School, 2011), http7/vAW/vermontlawedu/Documents/21st%20Century%20Least%20Cost%20Planning.pdf Cooper's analysis incorporated not
only variations in "risk" and "uncertainty," but also the degrees of " ignorance" and "ambiguity" associated with various resources and the universe of possible future energy scenarios
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© Figure 17
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INCREASING RISK

Finally, we can combine the information in the cost ranking
and the risk ranking into a single chart Figure 17 shows
how resources compare with each other in the two
dimensions of cost and risk The position of a re source along
the horizontal axis denotes the relative risk of each resource,
while the position on the vertical axis shows the relative cost
of the resource
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4. PRACTICING RISKAWARE REGUUVnON
SEVEN ESSENTIAL STRATEGIES FOR STATE REGULATORS

o

UTILITY REGULATORS ARE FAMILIAR WITH A SCENE THAT PLAYS O UT IN THE HEARING ROOM:
DIFFERENT INTERESTS—UTILITIES, INVESTORS, CUSTOMER GROUPS, ENVIRONMENTAL
ADVOCATES AN D OTHERS—COMPETE TO R EDUCE COST AND RISK FOR TH EIR SECTOR AT THE
EXPENSE OF T HE OTHERS. WHILE THE ADVERSARIAL PROCESS MAY MAKE THIS COMPETITION
SEEM INEVITABLE, AN OVERLOOKED STRATEGY (THAT USUALLY LACKS AN ADVOCATE) IS TO
REDUCE OVERALL RISK TO E VERYONE. MINIMIZING RISK IN THE WAYS DISC USSED IN THIS
SECTION WILL HELP ENSURE THAT ONLY THE UNAVOIDABLE BATTLES COME BEFORE
REGULATORS AND THAT THE PUBLIC INTEREST IS SERVED FIRST.

Managing risk Intelligently is arguably the main duty of
regulators who oversee utility investment. But minimizing risk
isn't simply achieving the least cost today. It is part of a
strategy to minimize overall long term costs. And, as noted
earlier, while minimizing risk is a w orthy goal, eliminating risk
IS n ot an achievable goal. The regulatory process must
provide balance for the interests of utilities, consumers and
investors in the presence of risk.
One of the goals of "risk-aware" regulation is avoiding the kind
of big, costly mistakes in utiiity resource acquisition that we've
seen In the past. But there Is another, more affirmative goal;
ensuring that society's limited resources (and consumers'
limited dollars) are spent wisely. By routinely examining and
addressing risk in every major decision, regulators will produce
lower cost outcomes in the long run, serving consumers and
the public Interest in a very fu ndamental way.

o

WE IDENTIFY SEVEN ESSENTIAL
STRATEGIES THAT REGULATORS
CAN EMPLGYTO MINIMIZE RISK:
DIVERSIFYING UTILITY SUPPLY POR TFOLIOS

D with an emphasis on low-carbon resources;

UTILIZING ROBUST PL ANNING PROCESSES for all

B utility investment (i.e., generation, transmission, distribution,
and demand-side resources like energy efficiency);
EMPLOYING TRANSPARENT RATEMAKING
PRACTICES

that reveal risk;
B
B including long-term contracts;
for their
obligations
and
commitments-,
B
B continually seeking out and addressing risk;
B
as appropriate.

USING FINANCIAL AND PHYSICA L HEDGES,
HOLDING UTILITIES ACCOUNTABLE

An overl ooked strat egy (that usuall y lacks an
advocate) is to reduce overall risk to everyone.

OPERATING IN ACTIVE, "LEGISL ATIVE" MO DE,

REFORMING AN D RE-INVENTING RATEMAKING
POLICIES
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RISK/RETURN RELATIONSHIPS AMONG DIFFERENT FINANCIAL PORTFOLIO
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INCREASING RISK

We now discuss each of these strategies in more detail
1. DIVERSIFYING UTILITY SUP PLY PO RTFOLIOS
The concept of diversification plays an important role in
finance theory Diversification—investing in different asset
classes with different risk profiles—is what allows a pension
fund, for example, to reduce portfolio volatility and shield it
from outsized swings in value
Properly chosen elements in a diversified portfolio can increase
return for the same level of risk, or, conversely, ca n reduce risk
for a desired level of return The simple illustration in Figure 18
allows us to consider the relative risk and return for several
portfolios consisting of stocks and bonds Portfolio A (80%
stocks, 20% bonds) provides a highe r predicted return than
Portfolio B (0% stocks, 100% bonds) even though both
portfolios have the same degree of risk Similarly, Portfolios C
and D produce different returns at an identical level of risk that
IS lower than A and B Portfolio E (60% stocks, 40% bonds) has
the lowest risk, but at the cost of a lower return than Portfolios A
and C The curve in Figure 18 (and the corresponding surface
in higher dimensions) is called an efficient frontier
We could complicate the example—by looking at investments
in cash, real estate, physical assets, commodities or credit
default swaps, say, or by distinguishing between domestic and
international stocks, or between bonds of various maturities—
but the general lesson would be the same diversification helps
to lower the risk in a portfolio

11

Portfolios of utility investments and resource mixes can be
analyzed similarly Instead of return and risk, the analysis
would examine cost and risk And instead of stocks, bonds,
real estate and gold, the elements of a utility portfolio are
different types of power plants, energy efficienoy, purchased
power agreements, and distributed generation, among many
other potential elements Each of these elements can be
further distinguished by type of fuel, size of plant, length of
contract, operating characteristics, degree of utility dispatch
control, and so forth Diversification in a util ity portfolio means
including various supply and demand-side resources that
behave independently from each other in different future
scenarios Later we will consider these attributes m greater
detail and discuss what constitutes a diversified utility portfolio
For a real-world illustration of how diversifying resources
lowers cost and risk m utility portfolios, consider the findings
of the integrated resource plan recently completed by the
Tennessee Valley Authority (TVA) TVA evaluated five
resource strategies that were ultimately refined into a single
"recommended planning direction" that will guide TVA's resource
investments The resource strategies that TVA considered were
W Strategy A: Limite d Change in Current Resource Portfolio®®
H Strategy B : Baseline Plan Resource Portfolio
W Strategy C: Diversity Focused Resource Portfolio
H Strategy D: Nuclear Focused Resource Portfolio
H Strategy E: EEDR (Energy Efficiency/Demand Response)
and Renewables Focused Resource Portfolio

TVA a cortxiration ov/ ed by the ederal government provides eiectnci y to rne mil ion peop e n seven southeastern U S states see http //www tva com/atxDuttva/index htm
As of spring 2010 "^As generation mx consisted ma nly of coai (40 oercent) natural ga'= (25 percent) and nuclear (18 oercent) seelVA 73
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TVA ANALYSIS OF RESOURCE PLAN COSTS & FINANCIAL RISK
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44 Strategy A: Limited Change in Current Resource Portfolio
• Strategy B: Baseline Plan Resource Portfolio
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it Strategy D: Nuclear Focused Resource Portfolio
A Strate® E: E EDR (Energy Efficiency/Demand Response)
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Figure 19 illustrates how these strategies mapped out along an
"efficient frontier" according to TVA's analysis of cost and risk.®
The lowest-cost, lowest-risk strategies were the ones that
diversified TVA's resource portfolio by increasing TVA's
investment in energy efficiency and renewable energy.™ The
highest-cost, highest-risk strategies were those that maintained
TVA's current resource portfolio (mostly coal, natural gas and
nuclear) or emphasized new nuclear plant construction.
The TVA analysis is ver y careful and deliberate. To the extent
that other analyses reached conclusions thematlcally different
from TVA's, we would question whether the costs and risks of
all resources had been properly evaluated. We would also posit
that resource Investment strategies that differ directionally from
TVA's "rec ommended planning direction" would likely expose
customers (and, to some extent, investors) to undue risk.
Finally, given the industry's familiarity with traditional
resources—and the possibility that regulators and utilities
may therefore underestimate the costs and risks of those
resources—the TVA ex ample Illustrates how careful planning
reveals the costs and risks of maintaining resource portfolios
that rely heavily on large base load fossil and nuclear plants.
Robust planning processes like TVA's are therefore essential
to making risk-aware resource choices. It is to these planning
processes that we now turn.
2. UTILIZING ROBUST PLANNING PROCESSES
In the U.S., there are two basic utility market structures-,
areas where utilities own or control their own generating
resources (the "vertically Integrated" model), and areas
where competitive processes establish wholesale prices (the
"organized market" model).

In many vertically integrated markets and in some organized
markets, regulators oversee the capital Investments of utilities
with a p rocess called "integrated resource planning," or IRP.
Begun in the 1980s, integrated resource planning is a tool to
ensure that the utilities, regulators and other stakeholders
have a common understanding of a full spectrum of possible
utility resources; that the options are examined in a
structured, disciplined way in administrative proceedings;
that demand-side resources get equal consideration
alongside supply-side resources; and that the final resource
plan Is understood (If not necessarily accepted) by all.
Elements of a Robust IRP Process
IRP oversight varies In sophistication, Importance and
outcomes across the states. Because a r obust IRP process Is
critical to managing risk in a utility, we describe a model IRP
process that is designed to produce utility portfolios that are
lower risk and lower cost.™
These elements characterize a robust IRP process:
•

The terms and significance of the IRP approval (Including
implications for cost recovery) are clearly stated at the
outset, often in statute or In a regulatory commission's rules.

®

The regulator reviews and approves the modeling inputs
used by the utility (e.g., demand and energy forecasts,
fuel cost projections, financial assumptions, discount rate,
plant costs, fuel costs, energy policy changes, etc.).

®

The regulator provides guidance to utility as to the
policy goals of the IRP, perhaps shaping the set of
portfolios examined.

®

Utility analysis produces a s et of resource portfolios and
analysis of parameters such as future revenue
requirement, risk, emissions profile, and sensitivities
around input assumptions.

®

In a transparent public process, the regulator examines
competing portfolios, considering the utility's analysis as
well as Input from other Interested parties.

®

Demand resources such as energy efficiency and demand
response are accorded equal status with supply resources.

•

The regulator approves a pl an and the utility is awarded a
"presumption of prudence" for actions that are consistent
with the approved IRP.

®

The utility acquires (I.e., builds or buys) the resources
approved In the IRP, possibly through a com petitive
bidding regime.

®

Future challenges to prudence of utility actions are limited
to the execution of the IRP, not to the selection of resources
approved by the regulator.

69

TVA, 161.
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In the end, TVA settled on a "recommended planning direction" that calls for demand reductions of 3,600 to 5,100 MW, energy efficiency savings of 11,400 to 14,400 GWh, and renewable
generating capacity additions of 1,500 to 2,500 MW by 2020. At the same time, TVA plans to retire 2,400 to 4,700 MW of coal-fired capacity by 2017 See TVA, 156.
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For an example of an IRP that uses sophisticated risk modeling tools, see PacifiCorp, 2011 Integrated Resource Plan (Portland, OP: PaclfiCorp, 2011),
http'//www.pacificorp.com/oontent/dam/pacificorp/doc/Energy.Souroes/lntegrated_Pesource_Plan/20illPP/201 lIRP-MainDocFinaLVoil-FINAL pdf.
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risk and how that risk may be apportioned to different parties
(e.g., consumers or s hareholders). Regulators, with input
from Interested parties, should specify the types of scenarios
that utilities should model and require utilities to perform
sensitivity analyses, manipulating key variables.

IRP: "Accepted" vs. "Approved" Plans
There are two varieties of IRP plans: "accepted plans"
and "approved plans." Accepted plans are those where
regulators examine the utility's process for developing Its
proposed plan. This can be a thorough review in which
the Commission solicits the opinion of other parties as
to whether the utility undertook a transparent, inclusive,
and Interactive process. If the regulator Is convinced, the
regulator "accepts" the utility's plan. This allows the utility
to proceed but does not Include any presumption about
the Commission's future judgment concerning the
prudence of actions taken under the plan.

S Consistent, active regulation. An IRP proceeding can be
a large, complex undertaking that occurs every two or three
years, or even less frequently. It is critical that regulators
become active early in the process and stay active throughout.
The regulator's Involvement should be consistent, evenhanded and focused on the big-ticket items. Of course, details
matter, but the process is most valuable when it ensures that
the utility is headed In the right direction and that its planning
avoids major errors. The regulator should then monitor a
utility's performance and thie utility should be able to trust the
regulator's commitment to the path forward laid out in the IRP.

With an "ap proved plan" the regulator undertakes a
thorough review of the utility's preferred plan, possibly
along with competing IRP plans submitted by other
parties. Typically the scrutiny is more detailed and timeconsuming in this version of IRP and the regulatory
agency is immerse d In the details of competing plans. At
the end of the process, the regulator "approves" an IRP
plan. This approval typically carries with It a pre sumption
that actions taken by the utility consistent with the plan
(Including Its approved amendments) are prudent. Over
time, a Commiss ion that approves an IRP plan will
typically also examine proposed changes to the plan
necessitated by changing circumstances.
In this report, we will focus on the "approved plan"
process, although many of our findings apply equally to
regulators that employ the "accepted plan" process.
V

J

B stakeholder involvement. There are at least two good
reasons to encourage broad stakeholder involvement in an IRP
process. First, parties besides the utility will bring new Ideas,
close scrutiny and contrasting analysis to the IRP case, all of
which helps the regulator to make an Informed, Independent
decision. Second, effective stakeholder Involvement can build
support for the IRP that is ultimately approved, heading off
collateral attacks and judicial appeals. An approved IRP will
affect the fortunes of many and will signal the direction that
the regulator wishes the utility to take with its supply-side and
demand-side resources. Because an IRP decision is something
of a political document in addition to being a working plan,
regulators will be well-served to include as broad a group of
stakeholders as possible when developing the IRP.

A few of these elements deserve more elaboration.
Q Significance. The IRP must be meaningful and
enforceable; there must be something valuable at stake for
the utility and for other parties. From the regulator's point of
view, the resource planning process must review a wide
variety of portfolio choices whose robustness is tested and
compared under different assumptions about the future.
From the utilities' perspective, acceptance or approval of an
IRP should convey that regulators support the plan's
direction, even though specific elements may evolve as
circumstances change. If a utility ignores the approved IRP
or takes actions that are inconsistent with an IRP without
adequate justification, such actions may receive extra
scrutiny at the point where the utility seeks cost recovery.
P Multiple scenarios. M any different scenarios will allow a
utility to meet its future load obligations to customers. These
scenarios will differ in cost, risk, generation characteristics,
fuel mix, levels of energy efficiency, types of resources,
sensitivity to changes in fuel cost, and so forth. While one
scenario might apparently be lowest cost under baseline
assumptions, it may not be very resilient under different
input assumptions. Further, scenarios will differ in levels of

e

An approved IRP will affect the fortunes of many
and will signal the direction that the regulator wishes
the utility to take with i ts supply-side and d emandside resources... [Rle gulators will be well-served
to include as bro ad a gr oup of stakeholders as
possible when developing the IRP.

H Transparency. Regulators must ensure that, to the greatest
extent possible, all parties participating in the IRP process
have timely access to utility data. Certain data may be
competitively sensitive and there Is often pressure on the
regulator to restrict unduly the access to such data. One
possible solution to this challenge is to use an "independent
evaluator" who works for the commission, is trusted by all
parties and has access to all the data, including proprietary
data. The independent evaluator can verify the modeling of
the utility and assist the regulator in making an informed
decision. The cost of an Independent evaluator will be small
in comparison to the benefits (or avoided mistakes) that the
evaluator will enable. An independent evaluator will also add
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© Figure 20

credibility to the regulators' decision. In any event, the integrity
of the IRP process will depend on regulators' ability to craft
processes that are trusted to produce unbiased results.
Mi Competitive bidding. A successful IRP will lower risk in the
design of a utility resource portfolio. After the planning process,
utilities begin acquiring approved resources. Some states have
found it beneficial to require the utility to undertake
competitive bidding for ail resources acquired by a utility
pursuant to an IRP. If the utility will build the resource itself,
the regulator may require the utility to join the bidding process
or commit to a ca p on the construction cost of the asset.^^
H Role of Energy Efficiency. A robust IRP process will fully
consider the appropriate levels of energy efficiency, including
demand response and load management, that a utility should
undertake. Properly viewed and planned for, energy efficiency
can be considered as equivalent to a generation resource.
Regulators in some states list projected energy efficiency
savings on the "loads and resources table" of the utility,
adjacent to base load and peaking power plants. In Colorado,
energy efficiency is accorded a "reserve margin" in the
integrated resource plan, as is done with generation resources.'^

Since its inception in 1980, the Northwest Power and
Conservation Council, which develops and maintains a
regional power plan for the Pacific Northwest, has stressed the
role of energy efficiency in meeting customers' energy needs.
Figure 20 shows the Council's analysis, demonstrating the
elements of a d iversified energy portfolio and the role that
energy efficiency (or "conservation") can play in substituting
for generation resources at various levels of cost.'"
Appendix 2 contains additional discussion of some of the
modeling tools available to regulators.
3. EMPLOYING TRANSPARENT RATEMAKING PRACTICES
Economist Alfred Kahn famously observed that "ail regulation
is incentive regulation," meaning that any type of economic
regulation provides a f irm with incentives to make certain
choices, indeed, utility rate regulation's greatest effect may
not be its ability to limit prices for consumers in the short run,
but rather the incentives it creates for utilities in the longer run.
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For a discussion of the use of competitive bidding in resource acquisition, see Susan F Tierney and Todd Schatzki, Competitive Procurement of Retail Electricity Supply Recent Trends m State

73

For Xcel Energy in Coiorado, energy efficiency is iisted on the "loads and resources" table as a resource

Policies and Utility Practices (Boston, MA Analysis Group, 2008), http //vvwwanalysisgroup com/uDloadedFiles/Publishing/Art!c!es/Competitive_Procurement pdf

materialize

As such, it is logical that some fraction of the planned-for load reduction might not

That portion is then assigned the standard resource reserve margin of approximately 15 percent

The planning reserve margin is a dded to the projected peak load, which must be

covered by the combined supply-side and demand-side resources in the table
74

Tom Eckman, "The 6th Power Plan

and You" (presentation at the Bonneville Power Administration Utility Energy Efficiency Summit, Portland, Ore , March 17, 2010),

http //www bpa gov/Energy/N/utilities_sharing_ee/Energy_Smart_Awareness/pdf/OA_EESummit_Gen-Session_Public^Power pdf
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There have been many debates through the years about the
incentives that utility cost of service regulation provides. These
range from the academic and formal (e.g., the aforementioned
Averch-Johnson effect, which says that rate-regulated
companies will have an inefficiently high ratio of capital to
labor) to the common sense (e.g., price cap regulation can
induce companies to reduce quality of service; the throughput
incentive discourages electric utilities from pursuing energy
efficiency, etc.).
While regulators may want to limit their role to being a
substitute for the competition that is missing in certain parts
of the electric industry, it is rarely possible to limit regulation's
effects that way. The question is usually not how to eliminate
stray incentives in decisions, but rather which ones to accept
and address.
To contain risk and meet the daunting investment challenges
facing the electric industry, regulators should take care to
examine exactly what incentives are being conveyed by
the details of the regulation they practice. We examine
four components of cost of service regulation that affect
a u tility's perception of risk, and likely affect its preference
for different resources.
Current Return on Construction Work in Progress. T here is
a lo ng-standing debate about whether a u tility commission
should allow a utility to include In its rates investment in
a p lant during the years of its construction. Construction
Work in Progress, or "CWIP," is universally favored by utility
companies and by some regulators, but almost universally
opposed by advocates for small and large consumers and
by other regulators. CWIP is against the law in some states,
mandated by law in others.
The main argument against CWIP is that it requires
consumers to pay for a plant often years before it is "used
and useful," so that there isn't a careful match between the
customers who pay for a plant and those who benefit from
it. Proponents of CWIP point out that permitting a current
return on CWIP lessens the need for the utility to issue debt
and equity, arguably saving customers money, and that
CWIP eases in the rate increase, compared to the case
where customers feel the full costs of an expensive plant
when the plant enters service. Opponents counter by noting
that customers typically have a higher discount rate than the
utilities' return on rate base, so that delaying a rate hike is
preferred by consumers, even if the utility borrows more
money to finance the plant until it enters service.
Setting aside the near-religious debate about the equity
of permitting CWIP in rate base, there is another relevant
consideration. Because CWIP can help utilities secure
financing and phase in rate increases, CWIP is often
misunderstood as a tool for reducing risk. This is not true.

CWIP, Risk Shifting and Progress Energy's Levy Nuclear Plant
in late 2006, Progress Energy anno unced plans to build a
new nuclear facility in Levy County, Florida, a few months
after the state legislature approved construction work in
progress (CWIP) customer financing. The site is about 90
miles north of Tampa, near the Gulf of Mexico. In 2009,
Progress customers began paying for the Levy plant,
which was expected to begin service in 2016 and be built
at a cost of $4-6 billion. By the end of 2011, Progress
customers had paid $545 million toward Levy's
construction expenses.
The Levy plant is now projected to cost up to $22 billion,
roughly four times initial estimates, and that number could
keep climbing. (In March 2012, Progress Energy's market
value as a company was almost $16 billion; the combined
market value of Duke Energy and Progress Energy, which
are seeking to merge and are pursuing construction of five
nuclear facilities between them, is about $44 billion.) Levy's
expected in-service date has pushed beyond 2021 and
possibly as late as 2027—eighteen years after Progress
customers began paying for the plant. Progress has
estimated that by 2 020, Levy-related expenses cou ld add
roughly $50 to the average residential customer's monthly bill.
The Levy plant's development appeared to take a step
forward in December 2011 when the Nuclear Regulatory
Commission approved its reactor design. But in February
2012, the Florida Public Service Commission approved
a settlement agreement ailowing Progress to suspend or
cancel Levy's construction and recover $350 million from
customers through 2017.
It is unclear whether Levy will ever be built. If the plant is
canceled. Progress customers will have paid more than
$1 billion in rates for no electricity generation, and Florida
state law prohibits their recouping any portion of that
investment. Such an outcome could help to deteriorate
the political and regulatory climate in which Progress
operates, which could ultimately impact credit ratings and
shareholder value.

CWIP does nothing to actually reduce the risks associated
with the projects it helps to finance. Construction cost
overruns can and do still occur (see the text box about
Progress Energy's Levy County nuclear power plant); O&M
costs for the plant can still be unexpectedly high; anticipated
customer load may not actually materialize; and so forth.
What CWIP does is to reallocate part of the risk from utilities
(and would-be bondholders) to customers. CWIP therefore
provides utilities with both the incentive and the means to
undertake a riskier investment than if CWIP were unavailable.
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Regulators must be mindful of the implications of allowing
a c urrent return on CWIP, and should consider limiting its
use to narrow circumstances and carefully drawn conditions
of oversight Regulators should also pay close attention to
how thoroughly utility management has evaluated the risks
associated with the projects for which it requests CWIP
Regardless of CWIP's o ther merits or faults, an important and
too-often unacknowledged downside is that it can obscure
a project's risk by shifting, not reducing, that risk
Use of Rider Recovery Mechanisms. Another regulatory
issue IS the use by utilities of rate "riders" to collect
investment or expenses This practice speeds up cash flow
for utilities, providing repayment of capital or expense outlays
more rapidly than would traditional cost of service regulation
This allows utilities to begin collecting expenses and
recovering capital without needing to capitalize carrying costs
or file a rate case Once again, regulators must consider
whether these mechanisms could encourage a utility to
undertake a p roject with higher risk, for the simple reason
that cost recovery is assured even before the outlay is made
Allowing a cu rrent return on CWIP, combined with revenue
riders, is favored by many debt and equity analysts, who
perceive these practices as generally beneficial to investors And
indeed, these mechanisms allow bondholders and stock owners
to feel more assured of a return of their investment And they
might marginally reduce the utility's cost of debt and equity
But these mechanisms (which, again, transfer risk rather than
actually reducing it) could create a "moral hazard" for utilities to
undertake more risky investments A utilit y might, for example,
proceed with a cost ly construction project, enabled by CWIP
financing, instead of pursuing market purchases of power or
energy efficiency projects that would reduce or at least delay
the need for the project If negative financial consequences
of such risky decisions extended beyond customers and
reached investors, the resulting losses would be partially
attributable the same risk-shifting mechanisms that analysts
and investors originally perceived as beneficial
Construction Cost Caps. Some regulatory agencies approve
a ut ility's proposed infrastructure investments only after a
cap IS established for the amount of investment or expense
that will be allowed in rates Assuming the regulator sticks to
the deal, this action will apportion the risk between consumers
and investors We wouldn't conclude that this actually reduces
risk except in the sense that working under a cap might
ensure that utility management stays focused on the project,
avoiding lapses into mismanagement that would raise costs
and likely strain relationships with regulators and stakeholders
Rewarding Energy Efficiency. Another relevant regulatory
practice concerns the treatment of demand-side resources
like energy efficiency and demand response It is well

understood that the "throughput incentive" can work to keep
a utility from giving proper consideration to energy efficiency,
to the extent that a utility collects more than marginal costs in
Its unit price for electricity, selling more electricity builds the
bottom line while selling less electricity hurts profitability There
are several adjustments regulation can make, from decoupling
revenues from sales, to giving utilities expedited cost recovery
and incentives for ener©? efficiency performance Decoupling,
which guarantees that a utility will recover its authorized fixed
costs regardless of its sales volumes, is generally viewed by
efficiency experts and advocates as a superior approach
because it neutralizes the "throughput incentive" and enables
utilities to dramatically scale up energy efficiency investment
without threatening profitability Ratings agencies view
decoupling mechanisms as credit positive because they provide
assurance of cost recovery, and IVIoody's recently observed
"a marked reduction in a company's gross profit volatility in the
years after implementing a decoupling type mechanism
Whatever the chosen approach, the takeaway here is that
without regulatory intervention, energy efficiency will not likely
be accorded its correct role as a low cost and low risk strategy'®
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Without regulatory interve ntion, energy efficiency
will not likely be accorded its correct role as
a low cost and low risk strategy.

4. USING FINANCIAL A ND PHYSICAL HEDGES
Another method for limiting risk is the use of financial and
physical hedges These provide the utility an opportunity to
lock in a p rice, thereby avoiding the risk of higher market
prices later Of course, this means the utility also foregoes the
opportunity for a lower market price, while paying some
premium to obtain this certainty
Financial hedges are instruments such as puts, calls, and
other options that a utility can purchase to limit its price
exposure (e g , for commodity fuels) to a cer tain profile
If the price of a co mmodity goes up, the call option pays off,
if the price goes down, the put option pays off Putting such
a collar around risk is, of course, not free the price of an
option includes transaction costs plus a premium reflecting
the instrument's value to the purchaser Collectively these
costs can be viewed as a type of insurance payment
Another example of a f inancial hedge is a "temperature"
hedge that can limit a utility's exposure to the natural gas
price spikes that can accompany extreme weather
conditions A ut ility may contract with a co unter-party so that,
for an agreed price, the counter-party agrees to pay a ut ility if
the number of heating-degree-days exceeds a certain level
during a certain winter period If the event never happens.
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For a d iscussion of regulatory approaches to align utility incentives with energy efficiency investment see Val Jensen Aligning Utility Incentives with Investment in Energy Efficiency IGF International
{Washington DC National Action Plan for Energy Effic ency 2007) http//www epa gov/oleanenergy/documents/suca/incent ves pdf
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Regulated utilities and their regulators must come to an
understanding about whether and how utilities will utilize
these options to manage risk, since using them can foreclose
an opportunity to enjoy lower prices.

Long-term Contracts for Natural Gas
In recent decades, utilities have mostly used financial
instruments to hedge against volatile natural gas prices,
and natural gas supply used for power generation has not
been sold under long-term contracts. An exception Is a
recent long-term contract for natural gas purchased by
Xcel Energy in Colorado. The gas will be used to fuel new
combined cycle units that will replace coal generating
units. The contract between Xcel Energy and Anadarko
contained a form ula for pricing that was independent of
the market price of natural gas and runs for 10 years.

5. HOLDING UTILITIES AC COUNTABLE
From the market's perspective, one of the most important
characteristics of a public utilities commission is its
consistency. Consumers don't like surprises, and neither do
investors. Financial analysts who rate regulatory climates
across the states typically rank stability as one of the highest
virtues for regulators. Indeed, this quality is often viewed to
be as important as the absolute level of return on equity
approved by a commission.

The long-term natural gas contract between Xcel Energy
and Anadarko was made possible by a change in Colorado's
regulatory law. For years, utilities and gas suppliers had
expressed concern that a long-term contract, even if
approved initially as prudent, might be subject to a reopened
regulatory review if the price paid for gas under the contract
was, at some future date, above the prevailing market price.
Colorado regulators supported legislation making it clear in
law that a findin g of prudence at the outset of a contract
would not be subject to future review if the contract price
was later "out of the money." An exception to this protection
would be misrepresentation by the contracting parties.
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the utility forfeits the payment made for the hedge. If the
event does happen, the utility might still need to purchase
natural gas at an inflated price; even so, the hedge would
pay off because it has reduced the company's total outlay.
Simply stated, financial hedges can be used by a utility to
preserve an expected value.
An illustration of a physical hedge would be when a ut ility
purchases natural gas at a certain price and places it into
storage. The cost of that commodity is now immune to future
fluctuations in the market price. Of course, there is a co st to
the utility for the storage, and the utility forgoes the possible
advantage of a future lower price. But in this case the payment
(storage cost) is justifiable because of the protection it affords
against the risk of a price increase.
Long-term contracts can also serve to reduce risk. These
instruments have been used for many years to hedge against
price increases or supply interruptions for coal. Similarly,
long-term contracts are used by utilities to lock in prices paid
to independent power producers. Many power purchase
agreements (PPAs) between distribution utilities and third
party generators lock in the price of capacity, possibly with
a m utually-agreed price escalator. But due to possible fuel
price fluctuations (especially with natural gas), the fuel-based
portion of the energy charge is not fixed in these contracts.
So PPAs ca n shield utilities from some of the risks of owning
the plants, but they do not hedge the most volatile portion
of n atural gas generation: the cost of fuel.

Consumers don't like surprises, and neither do
investors. Financial analysts who rate regulato ry
climates across the stat es typically rank stability
as one of the high est virtues fo r regulators.

Effective regulation—regulation that is consistent, predictable,
forward-thinking and "risk-aware"—requires that regulators
hold utilities accountable for their actions. Earlier, we stressed
the value of regulators being actively involved in the utility
resource planning process. But this tool works well only if
regulators follow through—by requiring utilities to comply with
the resource plan, to amend the resource plan if circumstances
change, to live within an investment cap, to adhere to a
construction schedule, and so forth. If the utility doesn't satisfy
performance standards, regulatory action will be necessary.
This level of activity requires a s ignificant commitment of
resources by the regulatory agency. Utility resource acquisition
plans typically span ten years or more, and a regu lator must
establish an oversight administrative structure that spans the
terms of sitting commissioners in addition to clear expectations
for the regulated companies and well-defined responsibilities
for the regulatory staff.
6. OPERATING IN ACTI VE, "LEGISLATIVE" MODE
As every commissioner knows, public utility regulation requires
regulators to exercise a combination of judicial and legislative
duties. In "judicial mode," a regulator takes in evidence in
formal settings, applies rules of evidence, and decides
questions like the interpretation of a contract or the level of
damages in a complaint case. In contrast, a regulator
operating In "legislative mode" seeks to gather all information
relevant to the inquiry at hand and to find solutions to future
challenges. Judicial mode looks to the past, legislative mode
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to the future. In his 1990 essay, former Ohio utilities regulator
Ashley Brown put it this way:
Gathering and processing information is vastly
different in Judicial and legislative models. Legislating,
when properly conducted, seeks the broadest data
base possible. Information and opinions are received
and/or sought, heard, and carefully analyzed. The
process occurs at both formal (e.g., hearings) and
informal (e.g., private conversation) levels. The goal is
to provide the decision maker with as much
information from as many perspectives as possible so
that an informed decision can be made. Outside
entities can enhance, but never be in a position to
limit or preclude, the flow of information. The decision
maker is free to be both a passive recipient of
information and an active solicitor thereof. The latter
is of particular importance in light of the fact that
many of the interests affected by a decision are not
likely to be present in the decision making forum.^^
Being a risk-aware regulator requires operating m legislative
mode in regulatory proceedings, and especially in policy
making proceedings such as rulemakings. But the courts have
also found that ratemaking is a proper legislative function of
the states.'® And since this state legislative authority is typically
delegated by legislatures to state regulators, this means that,
to some extent, regulators may exercise "legislative" initiative
even in rate-setting cases.
In a recent set of essays, Scott Hempling, the former executive
director of the National Regulatory Research Institute, contrasts
regulatory and judicial functions and calls for active regulation
to serve the public interest:
Courts and commissions do have commonalities. Both
make decisions that bind parties. Both base decisions
on evidentiary records created through adversarial
truth-testing. Both exercise powers bounded by
legislative line-drawing. But courts do not seek
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problems to solve; they wait for parties' complaints.
In contrast, a commission's public interest mandate
means It literally looks for trouble. Courts are
confined to violations of law, but commissions are
compelled to advance the public welfare.'^
Utility resource planning is one of the best examples of the need
for a regulator to operate in legislative mode. When examining
utilities' plans for acquiring new resources, regulators must seek
to become as educated as possible. Up to a point, the more
choices the better. The regulator should insist that the utility
present and analyze multiple alternatives. These alternatives
should be characterized fully, fairly, and without bias. The
planning process should seek to discover as much as possible
about future conditions, and the door should be opened to
interveners of all stripes. Knowing all of the options—not
simply the ones that the utility brings forward—is essential
to making informed, risk-aware regulatory decisions.

The planning process should seek to dis cover as

©

much as possible about futu re conditions, and the
door should b e opened to interveners of all stripes.
Knowing all of the options—not sim ply the one s that
the utility brings forward—is essential to makin g
informed, risk-aware regulatory decisions.

7. REFORM A ND RE-INVENT RATEMAKING PRACTICES
It IS in creasingly clear that a set of forces is reshaping the
electric utility business model. In addition to the substantial
investment challenge discussed in this report, utilities are
facing challenges from stricter environmental standards,
growth in distributed generation, opportunities and
challenges with the creation of a smarter grid, new load from
electric vehicles, pressure to ramp up energy efficiency
efforts—^just to mention a few. As electric utilities change,
regulators must be open to new ways of doing things, too.

Ashley Brown, "The Over-judicialization of Regulatory Decision Making," Natural Resources and Environment\/o\ 5, No 2 (Fall 1990), 15 16
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Today's energy industry faces disruptions similar to those
experienced by the telecommunications industry over the
past two decades. To deal with the digital revolution in
telecommunications and the liberalization of those markets,
regulators modernized their tools to Include various types of
incentive regulation, pricing flexibility, lessened regulation in
some markets and a renewed emphasis on quality of service
and customer education.

S SECOND, there will be benefits to regulated utilities. Risk
aware regulation will create a more stable, predictable
business environment for utilities and eliminate most
regulatory surprises. It will be easier for these companies
to plan for the longer-term. If regulators use a welldesigned planning process, examining all options and
assessing risks, utilities and their stakeholders will have
greater reliance on the long-term effect of a de cision.

One area where electric utility regulators might profitably
question existing practices is rate design. Costing and pricing
decisions, especially for residential and small business
customers, have remained virtually unchanged for decades.
The experience In other industries (e.g., telecommunications,
entertainment, music) shows that innovations in pricing are
possible and acceptable to consumers. Existing pricing
structures should be reviewed for the incentives they provide
for customers and the outcomes they create for utilities.

B THIRD, inve stors will gain as well. Steering utilities away
from costly mistakes, holding the companies responsible
for their commitments and, most importantly, maintaining
a co nsistent approach across the decades will be "creditpositive," reducing threats to cost-recovery. Ratings
agencies will take notice, lowering the cost of debt,
benefitting all stakeholders.

The risk-aware regulator must be willing to think "way
outside the box" when it comes to the techniques and
strategies of effective regulation. Earlier we observed that
effective regulators must be Informed, active, consistent,
curious and often courageous. These qualities will be
essential for a regulator to constructively question status quo
regulatory practice in the 2P' century.

THE BENEFITS OF
"RISK-AWARE REGULATION"
We have stressed throughout this report that effective utility
regulators must undertake a lot of hard work and evolve
beyond traditional practice to succeed in a world of changing
energy services, evolving utility companies and consumer
and environmental needs. What can regulators and utilities
reasonably expect from all this effort? What's the payback if
regulators actively practice "risk-aware regulation"?
M FIRST, there will be benefits to consumers. A ris k-aware
regulator is much less likely to enter major regulatory
decisions that turn out wrong and hurt consumers. The
most costly regulatory lapses over the decades have been
approval of large investments that cost too much, failed to
operate properly, or weren't needed once they were built.
It's too late for any regulator to fix the problem once the
resulting cost jolts consumers.

H FOURTH. governmental regulation itself will benefit.
Active, nsk-aware regulators will involve a wi de range of
stakeholders in the regulatory process, building support
for the regulators' decision. Consistent, transparent,
active regulation will help other state officials—governors
and legislators—develop a clearer vision of the options
for the state's energy economy.
m FINALLY, our entire society will benefit as utilities and
their regulators develop a cleaner, smarter, more resilient
electricity system. Regulation that faithfully considers all
risks. Including the future environmental risks of various
utility investments, will help society spend its limited
resources most productively. In other words, nsk-aware
regulation can improve the economic outcome of these
large investments.

With two trillion dollars on the line, both the stakes and the
potential benefits are high. If history is a guide, fewer than
700 state regulators will serve in office during the next 20
years. Practicing nsk-aware regulation will enable them to
avoid expensive mistakes and identify the most important
utility investments for realizing the promise of an advanced
2P' century electricity system.
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UNOERSTANOING UTILITY FINANCE
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MOST INVESTOR-OWNED UTILITIES (lOUS) IN THE UNITED STATES ARE IN A CON STRUCTION
CYCLE OWING TO THE NEED TO COMPLY WITH MORE STRINGENT AND EVOLVING
ENVIRONMENTAL POLICIES AND TO IMPROVE AGING INFRASTRUCTURE, NEW INFRASTRUCTURE
PROJECTS INCLUDE SMART GRID, NEW GENERATION AND TRANSMISSION. THE lOUS,
'
'
THEREFORE, WILL BE LOOKING TO THE CAPITAL MARKETS TO H ELP FINANCE THEIR RATHER
LARGE CAPITAL EXPENDITURE PROGRAMS.

DEBT FINANCING
While the lOUs will be issuing some additional equity, a
higher percentage of the new investment will be financed
with debt. In general, utilities tend to be more leveraged than
comparably-rated companies in other sectors (see the Rating
Agencies section below). The electric utility sector's debt is
primarily publicly issued bonds, including both first mortgage
bonds (FMB) and senior unsecured bonds. While the utilities
also issue preferred stock and hybrid debt securities, these
instruments tend to represent a small portion of a company's
capital structure. Non-recourse project finance is rare for
utilities, but it is commonly used by unregulated affiliates.
Most regulated lOUs in the U.S. are owned by holding
companies whose assets are primarily their equity interests
in their respective subsidiaries. These operating company
subsidiaries are typically wholly owned by the parent, so that
all publicly-held stock is issued by the parent. Because most
of these holding companies are quite large, the market for
a ho lding company's stock is usually highly liquid.
In contrast to equity, bonds are issued by both the utility
holding company and individual operating subsidiaries.
Typically, holding and operating company bonds are non
recourse to affiliates, This means that each bond issuer within
the corporate family will have its own credit profile that affects
the price of the respective bonds. To illustrate this point,
compare two American Electric Power subsidiaries, Ohio
Power and Indiana Michigan. The companies have different
regulators, generation mix, customer bases and, consequently,
different senior unsecured Moody's bond ratings of Baal and
Baa2, respectively. For this reason, each bond issuance of the
corporate family trades somewhat independently.
Utility bonds trade in secondary markets and are traded overthe-counter rather than in exchanges like equities. For bond
issuance of less than $300 million, the secondary market is
illiquid and not very robust. Smaller utilities are frequently
forced into the private placement market with their small
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issuances and accordingly pay higher interest rates compared
to similarly-rated larger companies. Even if these smaller
issues are placed in the public market, there is a premium
for the expected lack of liquidity.
Secured debt in the form of FMBs is common in the electric
utility sector. Such bonds are usually secured by an undivided
lien on almost all of the assets of an operating utility. Bond
documentation (called an "indenture") prohibits the issuance
of such bonds in an amount that exceeds a specified
percentage (usually in the range of 60 percent) of the asset
value of the collateral. The maturities of these bonds are
frequently as long as 30 years, and in rare occasions longer).
While the lien on assets may limit a company's financing
flexibility, the interest rate paid to investors is lower than for
unsecured debt. The proceeds from FMBs are usually used
to finance or refinance long-lived assets.
Senior unsecured bonds can be issued at any maturity,
but terms of five and ten years are most common. These
instruments are "junior" to FMBs, so that, in an event of
default, these debt holders would be repaid only after the
secured debt. But these bonds are "senior" to hybrids and
preferred stock. In a ba nkruptcy, senior unsecured bonds
are usually deemed equal in standing with trade obligations,
such as unpaid fuel and material bills.
Utilities typically have "negative trade cycles," meaning that
cash receipts tend to lag outlays. lOUs' short-term payables
such as fuel purchases, salaries and employee benefits are
due in a matter of days after the obligation is incurred. In
contrast, the utility's largest short-term assets are usually
customer receivables which are not due for 45—60 days
after the gas or electricity is delivered. Therefore, utilities
have short term cash needs referred to as "working capital"
needs. To finance these short term needs utilities have bank
credit lines and sometimes trade receivable facilities.
For larger utility corporate families, these bank lines can
amount to billions of dollars. For example, American Electric
Power has two large bank lines of $1.5 and $1.7 billion that

mature in 2015 and 2016, respectively. AEP's lines and most
of those of other utilities are revolving in nature. While
termination dates typically range from one to five years for
these lines, the utility usually pays down borrowings in a f ew
months and accesses the line again when needed.
Interest on bank lines of credit is paid only when the lines are
used, with a much lower fee paid on the unused portion of
the lines. For financially weak utility companies, banks often
require security for bank lines . But because utility operating
companies are rarely rated below BBB7Baa3, bank lines are,
for the most part, unsecured.
Some larger utilities have receivable facilities in addition to
revolving bank lines. The lender in a receivables facility usually
purchases the customer receivables. There is an assumed
interest expense in these transactions which is u sually lower
than the rate charged by banks for unsecured revolving lines.
Although preferred stock is a for m of equity, it is usually
purchased by a bond investor who is comfortable with the
credit quality of the issuer and willing to take a junior position
in order to get a higher return on its investment. There are also
hybrid securities. Although they are technically debt
instruments, they are so deeply subordinate and with such
long repayment periods that investors and the rating agencies
view these instruments much like equities. Frequently, hybrids
allow the issuer to defer interest payments for a number of
years. Some hybrids can be converted to equity at either the
issuer's or investor's option.
S&P is the most rigorous of the rating agencies in treating the
fixed component of power purchase agreements (PPA) as
debt-like in nature. Also, some Wail Street analysts look at
PPAs as liabilities with debt-like attributes. That being said,
those analysts who do not consider PPAs as debt-like still
incorporate in their analysis the credit implications of these
frequently large obligations.

EQUITY FINANCING
In order to maintain debt ratings and the goodwill of fixed
income investors, utility managers must finance some portion
of their projects with equity. Managements are usually reluctant
to go to market with large new stock issuances. Equity investors
often see new stock as being dilutive to their interests, resulting
in a decrease in the market price of the stock. But if a utility has
a large capital expenditure program it may have no choice but
to issue equity in order maintain its credit profile.
For more modest capital expenditure programs, a co mpany
may be able to rely on incremental increases to equity to
maintain a desired debt to equity ratio. While the dividend
payout ratios are high in this sector, they are rarely 100
percent, so that for most companies, equity increases, at
least modestly, through retained earnings. Many companies

issue equity in small incremental amounts every year to fulfill
commitments to employee pension or rewards programs.
Also, many utility holding companies offer their existing
equity holders the opportunity to reinvest dividends in stock.
For larger companies these programs can add $300 - $500
million annually in additional equity. Since these programs
are incremental, stock prices are usually unaffected.

OTHER FINANCING
Project finance (PF) can also be used to fund capital
expenditures. These instruments are usually asset-specific and
non-recourse to the utility, so that the pricing is higher than
traditional investment-grade utility debt. Project finance is usually
used by financially weaker non-regulated power developers.
Some companies are looking to PF as a means of financing
large projects so that risk to the utility is reduced. However, the
potential of cost overruns, the long construction/development
periods and use of new technology will make it hard to find PF
financing for projects like new nuclear plants. This also applies
to carbon capture/sequestration projects, as the technology is
not seasoned enough for most PF investors. This means that,
utilities may need to finance new nuclear and carbon capture/
sequestration projects using their existing balance sheets.
In order to reduce risk, a utility can pursue projects in
partnership with other companies. Currently proposed large
gas transport and electric transmission projects are being
pursued by utility consortiums. Individual participants in gas
transport projects in particular have used Master Limited
Partnerships (MLPs) as a way to finance their interests.
MLPs are owned by general and limited partners. Usually
the general partner is the pipeline utility or a utility holding
company. Limited partner units are sold to passive investors
and are frequently traded on the same stock exchanges that
list the parent company's common stock. One big difference
between the MLP and an operating company is that earnings
are not subject to corporate income tax. The unit holders pay
personal income tax on the profits.
Companies have used both capital and operating lease
structures to finance discrete projects, including power
plants. The primary difference between an operating and
capital lease is that the capital lease is reflected on the
company's balance sheet. The commitment of the utility to
the holder of the operating lease is deemed weaker. Most
fixed income analysts, as well as the rating agencies, do not
view these instruments as being materially different and treat
operating leases for power plants as debt.
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TYPICAL ITILITYINYESTORS
The largest buyers of utility equities and fixed income
securities are large institutional investors such as Insurance
companies, mutual funds and pension plans. As of September
2011, 65 percent of utility equities were owned by institutions.
While insurance companies and pension plans own utility
equities, both trail mutual funds in the level of utility stock
holdings. For example, the five largest holders of Exelon
stock are mutual fund complexes.
Most retail Investors own utility stock and bonds Indirectly
through mutual funds and 401k plans. But many individual
investors also own utility equities directly, including utility
employees. Small investors tend not to buy utility bonds
because the secondary market in these instruments Is rather
Illiquid, especially If the transaction size is small.
Common stock mutual funds with more conservative
Investment criteria are most interested In utility equities.
While the market price of these stocks can vary, there is a
very low probability of a catastrophic loss. Also, utility stocks
usually have high levels of current income through dividend
distributions. Another attractive attribute of these equities is
that they are highly liquid. Essentially all utilities In the U.S.
are owned by utility holding companies that issue common
stock. Due to extensive consolidation in the sector over the
past 20 years, these holding companies are large and have
significant market capitalization. For these reasons, utility
stocks are highly liquid and can be traded with limited
transaction costs.
Utility fixed-Income investments are far less liq uid than equities.
Thus, the typical bond investor holds onto the instruments
much longer than the typical equity investor. Bonds are issued
both by the utility holding company and individual operating
subsidiaries. Because bonds are less liquid in the secondary
miarket, investors In these instruments, such as pension plans
and insurance companies, tend to have longer time horizons.
Four of the top five investors in Exelon Corp bonds due 2035
are pension plans and insurance companies. Mutual bond
funds tend to buy shorter-dated bonds.
The buyers of first mortgage bonds (FMBs) are frequently
buy-and-hold investors. As FMBs are over-collateralized,
bondholders are comfortable that they will be less affected
by unforeseen negative credit events. It is not unusual for
a la rge insurance company to buy a large piece of an FMB
deal at issuance and hold it to maturity. Retail investors in
utility bonds also tend to be buy-and-hold investors, as it is
hard for them to divest their positions which are typically
small compared to the large institutions. The relative illlquidity
of utility bonds means that transaction costs can be high and
greatly reduce the net proceeds from a sale.
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Standard & Poor's and f itch use the same ratings nomenclature it was designed by

Utility employees frequently own the stock of the companies
for which they work. Employees with defined benefit
pensions, however, are not large holders of utility stocks
because pension plans hold little If any of an employer's
stock owing to ERISA rules and prudent asset management
practices. Mid-level non-unionized employees frequently
have 401ks that are typically invested in mutual funds or
similar instruments. However, it is not unusual for company
matching of the employees' 401k contributions to be in
company stock. Finally, senior management's incentive
compensation is frequently paid In the company's common
equity, in part to ensure that management's interests are
aligned with those of the shareholders.

RATING AGENCIES
Most utilities have ratings from three rating agencies:
Moody's Investors Services, Standard & Poor's Ratings
Services, and Fitch Ratings. Having three ratings is unlike
other sectors, which frequently use two ratings—Moody's
or Standard & Poor's. Most utility bonds are held by large
institutional Investors who demand that issuers have at least
Moody's and Standard & Poor's ratings.
Falling to have two ratings would cause investors to demand
a very high premium on their investments, far more than the
cost to utilities of paying the agencies to rate them. Having a
third rating from Fitch usually slightly lowers the interest rate
further. While investors have become less comfortable with
the rating agencies' evaluations of structured finance
transactions, this dissatisfaction has not carried over greatly
Into the corporate bond market, and especially not the utility
bond market.
The agencies usually assign a rating for each company
referred to as an issuer taling. They also rate specific debt
issues, which may be higher or lower than the issuer rating.
Typically a secured bond will have a higher rating than its
issuer; preferred stock is assigned a lower rating than the
issuer. Ratings range from AAA to D.®° The "AAA" rating Is
reserved for entities that have virtually no probability of
default. A " D" rating indicates that the company Is in default.
The three agencies each take into account both the
probability of default, as well as the prospects of recovery for
the bond investor if there is a d efault. Utilities traditionally are
considered to have high recovery prospects because they are
asset-heavy companies. In other words, if liquidation were
necessary, bond holders would be protected because their
loans are backed by hard assets that could be sold to cover
the debt. Further, the probability of default is low because
utility rates are regulated, and regulators have frequently
Increased rates when utilities have encountered financial

f lich and sold to S&P Per entities rated betwee^^ AA and CCC the agencies break down each rating category

•further with a plus sign or a minus sign For example, bonds in the BBB category can be rated BBB+, BBS and BBB- Moody's rat ngs romenclature is slightly differeni The corresponding ratings in
BBB category for Moody's are Baal, Baa2 and Baa3 The agencies will also provide each rating with an outlook that is stable, positive or negative
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problems owing to events outside of companies' control.
However, there are a few notable instances where commissions
could not or would not raise rates to avoid defaults including
the bankruptcies of Public Service of New Hampshire and
Pacific Gas and Electric,
It is unusual for a ut ility operating company to have a no ninvestment grade rating (Non-IG, also referred to as high
yield, speculative grade, or junk). Typically Non-IG ratings
are the result of companies incurring sizable expenses for
which regulators are not willing or able to give timely or
adequate rate relief. Dropping below IG can be problematic
for utilities because interest rates increase markedly. Large
institutional investors have limited ability to purchase such
bonds under the investment criteria set by their boards.
Another problem with having an Non-IG rating Is that the
cost of hedging rises owing to increased collateral
requirements as counterparties demand greater security
from the weakened credit.
In developing their ratings, the agencies consider both
quantitative and more subjective factors. The quantitative
analysis tends to look at cash flow "coverage" of total debt and
of annual fixed Income payment obligations, as well as overall
debt levels. In contrast, the typical equity analyst focuses on
earnings. The rating agencies are less interested in the allowed
returns granted by regulators than they are in the size of any
rate decrease or increase and its effect on cash flow.
That said, the rating agency may look at allowed returns to
evaluate the "quality" of regulation in a given state. All things
being equal, they may give a higher rating to a company in a
state with "constructive" regulation than to a company in a state
with a less favorable reg ulatory climate. Constructive regulation
to most rating agencies is where regulatory process Is
transparent and consistent across issuers in the state. Also, the
agencies favor regulatory constructs that use forward-looking
test years and timely recovery of prudently-incurred expenses.
The agencies consider tracking mechanisms for fuel and
purchased power costs as credit supportive because they help
smooth out cash fluctuations. The agencies believe that while
trackers result In periodic changes in rates for the customer,
these mechanisms are preferable for consumers than the
dramatic change in rates caused by fuel factors being lumped
in with other expenses in a rate case.

Analysts also will look to see how utility managers interact
with regulators. The agencies deem it a credit positive if
management endeavors to develop construct relationships
with regulators. The agencies may become concerned about
the credit quality of a company if the state regulatory process
becomes overly politicized. This may occur if a com mission
renders decisions with more of an eye toward making good
press than applying appropriate utility regulatory standards.
Politicized regulatory environments can also occur when
a commission is professional and fair, but outside political
forces, such as governors, attorneys general or legislators
challenge a p rudently decided case.
The rating agencies themselves can at times act as de facto
regulators. Because utilities are more highly levered than
most any other sector, interest expenses can be a significant
part of a company's cost structure. Ratings affect interest
rates. The agencies will look negatively at anything that
increases event risk. The larger an undertaking, the greater
the fallout if an unforeseen event undermines the project.
A uti lity embarking on the development of a large facility like
a large generation or transmission project, especially if is not
preapproved by the regulators, might result In a he ightened
focus on the company by the agencies. The rating action
could merely be change in outlook from stable to negative,
which could in turn have a negative impact on the market
price of outstanding bonds, Interest rates on new Issuances
and even on equity prices. Many utility stock investors are
conservative and pay more attention to rating agency
comments and actions than investors with holdings in more
speculative industries.
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APPENDIX 2:
TOOLS IN THE IIP PROCESS
REGULATORS HAVE SEVERAL TOOLS AT THEIR DISPOSAL IN THE IRP PROCESS ONE OF THE MOST
IMPORTANT IS THE UFILIIY REDISPATCH MODE L THIS IS A COMPLEX COMPUTER PROGRAM THAT
SIMULATES THE OPERA! ION OF A UTILITY'S SYSTEM UNDER INPUT ASSUMPTIONS PROVIDED BY T HE
USER THE TERM "REDISPATCH" REFERS TO THE FACT THAT THE SOFTWARE MIMICS THE OPERAriON
OF AN ACTUAL UTILITY SYSTEM, "DISPATCHING" THE HYPOTHETICAL GENERATION RESOURCES
AGAINST A MODEL LOAD SHAPE, OFTEN HOUR-BY-HOUR FOR M OST COMMONLY U SED MODELS

Three examples of these models are Prosym, licensed by
Henwood Energy Services, Strategist, licensed by Ventyx,
and GE MAPS, licensed by General Electric
A model typically creates a 20- or 40-year future utility
scenario, based on load projections provided by the user
The utility's energy and peak demand is projected for each
hour of the time period, using known relationships about
loads during different hours, days of the week and seasons of
the year The model then "dispatches" the most economic
combination of existing or hypothetical new resources to
meet the load in every hour of that time period
The operating characteristics of each generating resource is
specified as to its availability, fuel efficiency, fuel cost,
maintenance schedule, and, in some models, its emissions
profile The resources available to the model will be a mixture
of existing plants, taking note of their future retirement dates,
plus any hypothetical new resources required by load growth
The model incorporates estimates of regional power purchases
and their price, transmission paths and their constraints, fuel
contracts, the retirement of existing facilities, etc
in this way, the user of the model can test various
combinations (scenarios) of proposed new generating plants,
including base load plants, intermediate and peaking plants,
intermittent renewable resources, etc The model will
calculate the utility's revenue requirement, fuel costs, and
purchased power expenses in each scenario The model
might be used to estimate the cost of operating the system
with a specific hypothetical portfolio, predict the level of
emissions for a portfolio, measure the value of energy
efficiency programs, test the relative value of different
resources, measure the reliability of the system, etc
The reader might analogize this modeling to "fantasy" baseball,
where hypothetical teams play hypothetical games, yielding
win loss records, batting averages and pennant races
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As powerful as these modeling tools are, they are production
models, first and foremost As such, they are not particularly
good at dealing with assumptions about energy efficiency
and demand response In using such models, the regulator
must msist that the utility gives appropriate treatment to
demand-side resources it may be possible to re-work
models to do this, or it may be necessary to conduct extra
sensitivity analyses at varying levels of energy efficiency and
demand response

IRP SENSITIVITY ANALYSES
A re dispatch modeling tool allows a ut ility and the regulator
to test the resilience of portfolios against different possible
futures For example, a regulator might want to know how
five different generation portfolios behave under situations of
high natural gas prices, or tougher environmental regulations
By varying the input assumptions while monitoring the
relevant output (e g , net present value of future revenue
requirements) the regulator can assess the risk that
contending portfolios pose to future rates if, for example, fuel
prices vary from their predicted levels
To illus trate this idea, consider the following material from a
case in Colorado Figure Appendix - 1 is a pa ge excerpted
from Xcel Energy's 2009 analysis in support of a resource
plan filed before the Colorado Public Utilities Commission
The page shows the results of sensitivity analyses for the
price of natural gas (high and low) and the cost of carbon
emissions (high and low) for twelve different portfolios being
considered by the Colorado PUG
In all, the Colorado PUC studied 48 difterent generation
portfolios in this IRP case The portfolios differed based on
how much natural gas generation was added, how much
wind and solar generation was added, the schedule for
closing some existing coal fired power plants, the level of
energy efficiency assumed, etc (The actual generation units
m each portfolio are not identified in this public document
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Otherwise, it would have created problems for the competitive
bidding process used to award contracts to supply the power
to the utility)
Each column in the table represents a different portfolio,
numbered 1 to 12 Portfolio 2 is the Xcel's preferred plan The
rows show the modeling results for each portfolio For example,
the Present Value of Revenue Requirements (PVRR) is
calculated for each portfolio and is shown the line indicated
by the first PVRR arrow, along with the ranking of that portfolio
The lower half of the chart shows the cost of each portfolio
under different assumptions about the cost of carbon emissions
(higher or lower than base case predictions) and for natural gas
prices (higher or lower than base case predictions)

CAVEATS
Models are a terrific way to keep track of all the moving parts
in the operation of a utility portfolio But it is one thing to
know that each resource has certain operating characteristics,
it IS quite another to see these qualities interact with each
other m dynamic fashion And while utility modeling tools,
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2
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57 059

58 464
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7 384

8 642

1 244

34

1 439

such as production cost models can be helpful, care must
be taken with their use
Obviously the models are helpful only to the extent that the
inputs are reasonable and cover the range of possibilities the
regulator wishes to examine Load forecast must be developed
With care, assumptions about future fuel costs are really
educated guesses, and should be bracketed with ranges
of sensitivity
Because there are so many possible combinations, variations
and sensitivities, the regulator in an IRP case must make a
decision early in the process about the scope of the portfolios
to be examined The utility should be directed to analyze and
present all scenarios requested by the regulator, together
with any portfolios preferred by the utility
Finally, the model's best use is to inform judgment, not
substitute for it The amount of data produced by models can
be overwhelming and may give a fa lse sense of accuracy The
risk-aware regulator will always understand the fundamental
uncertainties that accompany projections of customer demand,
future fuel costs and future environmental requirements
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Ceres

Ceres
99 Chauncy Street
Boston, MA 02111
T: 617-247-0700
F; 617-267-5400
www.ceres.org

FPO Union Label

EXHIBIT DM-2

Dan Mullen
2302 Arrowhead Dr., Oakland, OA 94611
mullen.dan@gmail.com | (617) 947-9618

Experience
Consultant, Oakland, California
•
•

•

Provide strategic, programmatic and communications services to NGOs in the climate and clean energy space
Write electricity industry reports, including an update to Practicing Risk-Aware Electricity Regulation (with former
utility regulators Ron Binz and Rich Sedano) and Benchmarking Clean Energy Deployment by U.S. Electric Utilities
(with Ceres and Clean Edge], both forthcoming
Provide expert witness testimony based on Risk-Aware Regulation to support collaboration, shared understanding
and risk-aware decision-making among Commissions, utilities and stakeholders

Senior Manager, Electric Power Programs, ceres, Boston, Massachusetts
Manager, Electric Power Programs, ceres, Boston, Massachusetts
"
"

•

"

Sept 2009-Apr 2013
Oct 2007-Aug 2009

Designed, developed and managed resources and initiatives aimed at facilitating U.S. electric utilities' transition to
low-carbon resources
Engaged with VP- and C-level executives from major U.S. utilities including American Electric Power, Arizona Public
Service, Exelon, PG&E and Southern Company on sustainability strategy, metrics and reporting, and urged
performance improvements
Presented on electric utility and clean energy issues to Harvard Business School, the Wall Street Utility Group, the
National Conference of State Legislatures, Kentucky Governor's Energy and Environment Conference, EUEC 2013
[Energy, Utility and Environment Conference], Electric Power Research Institute, Michigan Public Service
Commission and others
Wrote about electricity industry issues in a variety of formats (see below]; participated in and prepared CEO for
media interviews; helped generate coverage in outlets such as The New York Times, Forbes, Energy Daily, Plaits,
GreenTech Media, Greenwire, Detroit News, Tampa Bay Times and Charlotte Business Journal

Foundation Relations Manager, ceres, Boston, Massachusetts
Development Associate, ceres, Boston, Massachusetts
•

May 2013-present

Jul 2006-Sept 2007
Sept 2004-Jun 2006

Managed relationships with a national portfolio of 25 philanthropic foundations; grew organization, budget and
foundation portfolio 100% in three years; exceeded FY06 fundraising goal by 45%

Professional Guitarist, Boston, San Francisco, New York

1998-2003

Performed, recorded and taught guitar; studied advanced performance at Berklee College of Music, 2001-02

Education
Stanford University, Stanford, California. Bachelor of Arts Degree, Political Science
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